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Introd action
.
This tnesis is written for the ourpose of tracing the ^istorv
oi' the growth of the conception that the chilrl and his irrned iate
life interests are the phi if concerns of education,- in s hort
the history of the growth of the Doctrine of Interest.
It will stare with Jean Jacques itou.ssaau, aval acting his chief
contributions to this conception, ami proceed in li^ce manner with
the great educators, Joharfi aeinri 3h festal oazi , Friedrich Froebal,
Johann Frieirioh Herbert, Eorace Mann, Gharlei DeJario, Francis
fayland Park~r, and John Dewey, and a selected groui) of modern
educators , James F. :iosic, Sarah 3. Uhas?, iillsworth Gollings,
William Head Kilpatriek, rranklin ?obbitt, .^nd Charles KcUurry.
In order to more accurately evaluata the aont rib utions of
each of the various educators, a scal3 will be submit ;ed. IMie
first column gives the prooortiDn of the total value assigned to
theory and to practice; the second the total value of the point,
-
the sum of the value of theory and of practice; the t !:ird tha
proportion of the value assigned which is awarded to the educator,
and jha sum of the two* cue fourth the product of columns two and
three, or Che axact rating given tha euueator.
x'ce rating ^iven each aducator is the estimate given by the
writer of this thesis, after careful study; obviously such a
rating. Deing a matter of individual judgment, eoe s not Ity any
clai. to infallibility.
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in. order to summarize the contributions of each, educator
to the ©octrine of Interest aa oonorttely ^3 possible, an
luiagi aary child, Jiumia, t/Hjl be used , and the outstanding
characteristics of his education desorioea.
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1.
ffIS GROWTH OP TUB DOCTRIHB OP II9BSBSV*
Ohaptor I.
Historical .Background*
wo great institution which profoundly affects the welfare
of civilization and of ^ast numbers of hum . a "beings has ever
grown up in a night. rChe modern conception of education which
places the child & nd his present as well as future life interests
at the very center of its program has its roots far back in
history, (*reat souled men who have been seers and prophets have
oaught the glorious vision of an emancipated childhood free to
develop its present life to its fullest possibilities and to lay
the foundation for the most fruitful adult life. This vision,
however, has often been incomplete; frequently it has never been
translated into actual practice, and even when it has, the
practice has not equalled or accorded with the vision.
sack of this conception of a child-centered program of
education, aowever, lies the age old idea of education as the
absorption of subject matter logically ananged. This roots back
as far as the old (Jreek culture when education was only for
leisure, and the privileged aristocratic few„
At the time of the Reformation s very strong impetus was
given to universal elementary education, but the old .authoritative
,
hid e-bound ) sr.b jc ct matter ideal lemained unchanged. In the
elementary school the curriculum consisted largely of learning
to read the bible and the catechism.
The work of Francis .bacon, however, with its emphasis upon
scientific inquiry by the inductive method, furnished an entirely
new view point. Although subject matter still dominated, a method
of procedure was established which necessitated individual inquiry
and research, and also called for observation and the use of th6
senses. While iason was chinking largely on Lhe adult level, yet
a foundation was laid which great educators like Rousseau and
Pestalozzi, as well as ^roeoel built upon.
With the dawn of the eighteenth century this new spirit of
research was fully under way and resulted in a swin^: away from
complete church control, and the strengthening of the conception
of education as preparation for life in a human society rather
than life beyond the grave.
In order to make clearer this cider end still persistent
conception of education as wholly concerned with tiie acquisition
of logically arranged subject matter, it may perhaps be helpful
to show just how it would affect a specific child, whom we will
call Jimmie.
This education of the pure subject matter persuasion dresses
Jimmie, or James, as an adult with knee breeches, a waistcoat,
a powdered wig, and possibly a sword. He must deport himself very
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decorously as becomes a young gentleman. At his desk he must
sit erect and as nearly motionless as possible, considering
his unruly hands and feet,- bound to swing if they do not touch
the floor. He has individual instruction frogi the teacher which
consists of the assignment of lessons from textbooks, not
illustrated in the earlier days. There ere no objects which he
can handle in the class room,- the place for his hands is folded
on his desk, 01 painstakingly copying script, tie must memorize
his lessons just as they are arranged in the book, and not
according to his interests, ae must not be taken out into the
real world to observe actual things.
The modern Jimmie whose teacher still adheres to the subject
matter point of view b?s more freedom of movement, some pictures
to illustrate his lessons, also a little hand work, and probably
some objects. Yet it is subject matter carefully outlined by the
teacher that is considered* not Jimmie who is wiggling in his
seat and longing go d£ something, looking out of the window and
wishing he might be out there in the real woria , or listening to
the purr of passing aitos and yearning to be going and doing.
Perhaps he will soon "be fourteen year3 old, and then he will go
out and get a "rsal job" where he can participate in some actual
work in which he is interested becausa thera is an enc» in view,
something made with his hand3 or a pay envelope.

Chapter II.
Jean Jaoques Roussaau,
It is rather an enigmatic and contradictory character who is
tha first of our haroas in tha history of tha doctrine of interest,
-
Jean Jaoques fiousseau, 1713-177^« marl of far visions who at
times seem3 almost inspired, whose educational theories have been
revolutionary; and yet whose personal character belies his theories.
A man who c ould soar to the heights, and yet whose human frailities
dragged him to tha depths.
He 3trikas straight across tha traditional views of subject
matter, and its sacrosanct nature, almost despising it, and
relegates it to a most subordinate position in education, dver a
man of impulse, he would flea existing conventions of society and
set up a training that should be natural and spontaneous.
Bis great literary work is 'fho Jimile", a do ok in five parts
treating of the education of an imaginary young aristocrat, da
inveighs against tha preponderant amphasis upon a formal subject
matter; "words, always words, and no thing but w ords. .... Among
the various branches of knowledge which they claim to teach they
take particular care not to choose any vhich would involve a
knowledge of things which they could never succeed in giving." (37
(Archar, "Rousseau on Jlduoation," p llo) Again he asserts that
"A man cannot believe what he does not understand. (Ibid p 5^)
tie vyould take away all oooks from ".diiiiila " up jo che age ox
twelve, 'in tnus relieving onildren of their scnoul tasics 1 take
away the instrument of their greatest misery, namely oooks. heading
is tae scourge of childhood and almost the only occupation that we
know how to ^ive toam. -at tha age of twelve ^mile will hardly know
what a 000k is. rsut I shall be told that it is very necessary that
he know how jo read. Jnis I granc. it is necessary that he know how
to read when reading is useful u o him. tfntii then it only nerves
to annoy aim. (1, Graves, "threat Educators of x'hree Cu nturies. "p90l
i'riora is, however, one 000k wnioh he would recommend for the
use of "Smile*,- "Robinson Crusoe." It id of /alue because iu
portrays a condition ffhioh would call forth the interest and
activity of the child.
Iha3e quotations imply Housaoau ' s emphasis upon raal experience
and physical activity rather than formal subject matter in education.
"Children are always in motion, quiet and maditation aro their
aversion; a 3tudiou3 or sedentary life is injurious to their health
and growth. "(37, Arc he r, "iioussoau on .hid uc it ion. " p 26) Again he says:
"Reflect that he will learn mora by one nour of manual work than he
would retain from a whole flay'S explanation." (Ibid p 164)
Closely allied with physical activity is the activity of the
senses which he plainly seu3 must be educated in ord^r to give
meaning to 3ubjoot matter. "In any study, unless we possess the
ideas of tha things represented, the symbolic eigne are valueless.
.... Thus while wo imagine W6 ate giving him a description of th6
earth, via are only tflflnh^rr Mm to reco.Tlrc r mrpfTMC p 112
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Another quotation will serve to strengthen this position.
Train not only the active powers of children, tut all the senses
which reguittc these powers. x>en6fit each sens6 as much as
possible and prov6 the impression mads upon one sense by that
upon another." K 7jZ rernard, "Journal of isducation. Vol V.p 47t>)
i'his education which is to depart from the traditional view
of subject matter is to be fitted to the age and development of
the child rather than to a body 01 logically arranged subject
matter • T.ousseau shows that there are characteristic differences
at different stages. The early stages up to twelve years of ag6
,
as already stated, are to be occupied with a purely natural
existence in connection with the world of nature. **.t the ag9 of
twelve, however, the time for more formal instruction has arrived*
1st Kousseau realizes that into the brief period of three years
betwe:n twelve and fifteen years of age, not much subject matter
can be crowded, so he advocates that only that which i^ strictly
useful to life shall be included. Ihus he limits instruction to
the natural sciences. The method of instruction is through the
appeal to natural curiosity and investigation. Thus the basis of
instruction is not authority but reason, and personal interest.
In considerind the difierent stages of development or the
child, he arrives at another important educational conception
whioh modern education stresses,- that of individual differences.
"Apart from general hum^n characteristics, eaoh individual is born
with a distinctive temperam3nt which determines his genius and
character, (37* Archtr, Rousseau on aducatioc." p 2§)
uut not only does Rcusseau depart from the traditional point
of view with regard go the subject mattar of education. Ea also
enunciates one of the vital educational principles of tb/j ohild-
oentered program. Education is not a preparation for life; it is
life itself. "He that is best able to bear life's goods and ills
is the most truly educated; true education lies less in knowing than
in doing. W§ begin to learn when we begin to live. :f (Ibid p 65)
Again he 3ays. "Jte do not /cot childhood, acting on the false
ideas we hsve of it, the farther we 30, the farther we wandar from
the ri^ht path, i'he visest among u.s is engrossed in what the adult
needs to know and fail to consider what children are aole to
apprehend. (1, craves. "Great -iiucators of Throe centuries." p 101)
Ee inveighs against the old education in characteristic words,
"What is to be thought, therefore, of that cruel education which
sacrifices the present to an uncertain future, that burdens a child
with ^.11 sort3 of restrictions and begins by making him miserable
in order to prepare him for 3ome far off happiness which he rauy
never en,:'oy." (Book 1. Smile)
Mot only is It wrong to consider trie future rather than ttie
present na ads of trie child, but it i3 also futile. "A more certoin
incentive than any «... is the wish to learn. Sive tb.3 child the
wish .... any method will thon be suitable The grand motive,
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tne only motive which loads him far ahead with certainty is
presenc interest. ^37 Archer, "Rousseau on ad ucation. f p 120)
Ha also says 'They reason excellently on matters vitti which they
ara acquainted and which concern their prasant and obvious
interests. ''Ubid p 110)
Notwithstand in r thosa olaar out statements regarding tna
function of education to minister to present life, he yet slips
back into the older conception and in protesting that education
must not be a means of preparation for citizenship in agry particular
government 4 much less for an occupation; he says it should develop
manhood and fit for the duties of life , which ara by implication
adult. Thus does he show his aver recurring tendency to return
to mora traditional views. Yet in all fairness it must be stated
that the former quotations ara more representative of his oft
repaated cone apt ions.
What can ba said for lioussaau as to his contributions to the
great movement which has led to the release oft he child from tha
bondage of a set program of subject matter calculated to prepare
for adult usefulness? Perhaps, first of all, that he formulated
in his brilliant literary style principles which have baen both
revolutionary and leavening.
ais own words will best convey an u.iueratancl ing of his
litarary genius. 'I felt suauenly dazzled by flashes of illumination;
crowds of clear ideas came to me in a moiaer:u with a confusing force
.vhich left me inexpressibly troubled; my brain se.meu dazed like
that of a druuken man. «... Could i ever have written a quarter
of what i then saw arid fait, how clearly should I have revealeu
the contradictious of the social system,," (ibid p Z^>)
•/hen ^ man of such literary genius can give the world the
important b rut h exprassaa in tu.6 following wordfij ;f^s mankind has
its place in the world, eo has childhood its place in human life;
we should consider the men in tns nan and the chile in the child."
llbifl* p -jc ) thaj grip the minds of educators and "start somet hing* 1*
Thus tie mad6 a powerful contribution to faith in the possi-
bilities of education anci its influence • Lis stress upon the
Imperative necessity of knowledge of things themselves rather than
meie words-, ani aetivitj ratheI than passive absorption of subject
natter ltd to the great reformation of FestalotLi in th6 education
through the senses , ^ sc of rroeL6l iL education bj S6lf activity,
uany of the great educators who have caught the vision of a child-
centered •dueatioc have been inLpiiec Iv him. Le has also led to
tb.6 foundation of a new child psychology.
areat as his service has been to the doctrine of ir.teiest, the
gold vhich he furnishes is plenticusly mingled with alloy. He hss
climbed a mountain peak and viewed from afar the glorious spectacle
of a joyous child ho^e which is t he object of intelligent and loving
interest and an educational system which has relegated subject

6matter to au sntirily seccndai}, pi^cs, but he has not offered any
practical hslp for attaining that lcftj ideal. His is £ theory
which hs never reduced to practice; an ideal which ha nsver tian-
slated into reality.
Botwithstanding his statements emphasizing th3 fact that
education must consider the present lif6 of the child, iiousseau
appears to bave written his ed ucati cnal dreem, "The Imilel with
the life of the adult in mind. He maj 03liev3 chat ch.3 most
effective way to educate the child during eaoh of the stages of his
life is in accordance with his present interests and n33ds, hut al I
the while he is so educating him with the thought of his ad alt
life in mind*
Also his theories, as already mentioned, frequently contradict
esch other. At one time he says; 'The Child should choose his
own occupations, cut you should always he at his side uo anticipate
all bis opinions end prevent those that are wrong." (37 Archer,
"Kousseau on jiducat ion. " p loo) At another, th3 c hi la should learn
from "natural consequences.'1 If he "breaks furniture let him suffer
th6 inconveniences entailed. Thus he t3lls you in ons breath that
you ahould over he near to guide the child and to protect aim, and
in another that he should learn by his own mistakes,,
that educator would endorse his theory of the education of
girls? "The whole education of woman ought to be relative to men.
iO please them, to o-j useful to them, to make themselves loved and
honored by them, to educate them when young, to care for them, when
grovn, to counsil them .... these are the duties of women at all
times, and what should be taught them from infancy." (1 Graves,
"ireat Educators of 'Xhree usnturies. 1 p 9b)
in contrast with the accented views with regard to the social
function of education is his scheme of bringing up "iijjile" in a
sort of "social vacuum." Were such a thing possible, it could hardly
l?e considered for the be3t interests of the child. Again, only the
priviliged child was to ho educated. "Smilel was a young aristocrat;
the common herd was entirely neglected
«
What of our child, Jimmie, by whom we are to test the various
educational theories? Under Rousseau he would sur«ly "he an unfettered
young creature released from the dull a rind of subject matter. Ha
;
would be allowed to roam at will ;rhough the fields. If his young
Lordship desired to V'eak furniture, nobody would hinder him, but
he 'night suddenly find that he had no ehiir to sit upon. If he
felt rather bewildered as to the consequences of his aits, noone
would onlignten him; he must learn for himself. He would be allowed
to foliow bis impulses and left at t he meray of them without much
advice a3 to their direction or oontrol.
If he desired to investigate objects of nature, he would be
free to follow his bent until he w<*s twelve years of age, but he
could not find s 3wers to his questions regarding his investigations
from books, tie might follow his impulses and appropriate what he
chose, but if he ihterferod with the rights of others and suffered
their displeasure, it would be di fficult for him to kno?; why or to
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avoid Ilia misdemeanors
ansooi al.
in the fat are, for his training was
At twelve years of iga he would have 8 sound bofly, a wealth
of sensational experience, and a freshness of interest with an
opportunity to follow whither it lead him. Life would lie before
him. He would be a soul fre? ftfom the shackles of. the past* but
undirected m the ase of his new found freedom.
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Chapter III.
o ohann deinrich iJastalozzi.
inspired by the epoca making educational Visions of Housseau
but far transcending hiin in character and in aotual practice was
tha gantie fas talozzi. Ic it; not without raas on that his picture
is in every owiss school house, for da devoted a pure, self
aaorif icing nature as wall as an original inind oo jhe causa of
child and his uplift through education, tie translated s one of
tha test theories of Rousseau into praotice and extended tham to
include all classes of children.
riis conception of the human being as the center of education
is expressed in the following words: "What wttu is, what he needs,
what elevates him, what strengthens him and weakens him, such is
the knowledge needed, bo ch by a shepherd of the people and by the
inmate of t he most lowly hut. ' ^ 30 'Barnard, '.festalozzi and
^estalozzicinism. " p 7^3' ae makes the child's own needs the starting
point of education* IJi?his wisdom which reveals itself thru tho
necessities of our condition, strengthens and aducatoc our
practical capacity; and tho mental training which givas it, is
simple and staady, consisting of t ha action of ail the powers
upon tha phanomana of nature in their actual ralati ons. ,f ( Ibid p J26)
Like Rousseau he scores tha traditional education uasad upon
men words, :,For more than a century in the lower schools a power
ovar tha human mind has baan accorded to ampty words, which not
only in itself destroyed tha power of attention to tb.3 impressions
of nature, but destroyed tha vary susceptibility itself of man to
them. "'(Ibid p 688)
Ha contrasts his own educational conception with this false
one. 'I balieve that the first development of thought in the child
is very much disturbed by a wordy system of beaching, which is not
adapted sitter to his faculties or the circumstances of his life.
According to my experience, success depends upon whether what is
taught to children commends itself to them as true thru being
closely connected with their own observation. As a general rule I
attachad very little importance to the study of words, even when
explanations of the ideas thay reoresentad ware given." (1, Graves,
"drtat Idueators of Tare a Centuries.*' p 129)
de grasped the great truth that education must be graded to
accord with tha progressively unfolding oapaoities of the child.
•''Hhe natural, progressiva, find harmonious development of all the
powers and capacities of the human being .... the knowledge to
to which the child is to be led by instruction must, therefore, be
suDjected to a certain oider of succession, the beginning of which
must be adapted to the first unfolding of his powers, and the
progress kept exactly parallel to that of his deve loome nt» " ( ibid p I45)
with Rousseau he empha3izod the supreme importance) of the
sensas to education, ''in recognizing observation as the absolute
basis of all Knowledge, I h- vo established the first, che most
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important principle of instruction, ©... All knowledge must proceed
from oose rvuoicn, ami must admit ofoeing retraced to that source."
(36, Barnard "Pestalozzi and Peetaloazianism. r' p 75)
sij observation he means the directing of the senses outward
to objects, and excising consciousneso of the impression on the
senses by those objects. lie, therefore, in his famous schools at
Ileuhof , ot nz, jurgdorf , and Yverdon actually worked out an educa-
tional practice to fit this theory of observation, his w ork was
not haphazard; he contended that the undorstending collects the
improssiaus which the senses receive from external nature, <mid
then develops the ideas until they become clear. Thus observation,
-
sen3e impression,- is only the first step and meaningless unless
properly related to th3 mental capacities.
§Jhey must form an idea and define objects and then comes the
necessity of expressing ideas in language. Ho says. ""Experience
must be 3learly expressed in words, or otherwise there arises the
same danger that characterizes the dominant word teaching,- that
of attributing entirely erroneous ideas to words." (1 Graves
,
"Jreat 3'lucjtors of Three Centuries." p 147)
Manual labor is also a vehicle for the expression of ideas
which have bean constructed from the material supplied by the
senses, "1 am more taai ever convinced that as soon as we have
educational astaolishraents combined with workshops and conducted
on a truly psychological basis, a generation will necessarily be
formed whiuh will show us by experience that our present studies
do not require one tenth of the time or trouble we now >^ive them."
(Ibid p 130)
Thus i^estalozzi's statement that he wished to psychologize
education is substantiated. 3?his also called for a simplification
of th6 elements of knowledge. Ihe reduction uo a series of
exorcises so scientifically graded that even the lower classes
could outain proper physical
,
mental, and moral develooment.
in this process he maintained. '"It is necessary never to proceed
to any new ching until what precedes has been learned beyond ch6
power of £urge fct Lag* " ( 56 Barnard, "r'ea bal ozzi unci Jestalozz Uxism,
"
p373)
His method of teaching *he various school subjects carries
out the3e principles. Language exercises were given by means
of examining number, form, position, and eolor of designs, holes
and rents in the wall pao .r of the school and expressing observations
in longer ^nd longer 3entonces* ^rithmotic by devising boards
divided into 3quare3 upon which were put dots or lines concretely
representing each unit up to 100* Drawing and writing by teaching
3imple elements of form, Yvordun ^>U3S holped him work our a.
system. "0bjoct3 such ^s sticxs or pencils wcro placed in different
directions ^nd lines representing them were dra'vn cr the board
or slate until all elementary forms, straight or curvod were
mastered. " 11 5rave3, "&reat islducatorc of rfhreo oonturics. p 140)
Geometry was taught by drawing angles , lines and curves. *.iuc h use
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was raada of squ-ras, which wan divided into smaller squares or
ractan^les and thus sanse impressions preparatory to geometry
were furnishad. In reading exercises known as "syllabaries joined
the five vowels in succession to t he different consonants, ab,
ad, ib
,
ob,u.D, and so on thru bhe consonants. Religion and morals
were taught by the child's experiencing the love of mother ;,nd
other human beings rather than by dogma and catechism.
Bis great love for the child as well as his kaan intuition
of tha necessity of adapting education to the child's understanding
mad s him concentrate all his powers upon the present life and
steady development of the child. let he did not appear to rep.ch
the conclusion that the main business of education was to minister
to the child's present life; he st ill - co nee ived the main aim of
education to-be to fit for a useful adult life. Because ho loveci
the child, and because ha could only thus educate aim, he studied
tha child's oresent interests and capacities, tie plainly recognizee
tne fact tnat the ohiia 's interest started with fjunself ann his
present exporianca. -2tw circle of Knowledge ,t hrough wnich every
man becomes biassed, begins immediately around kim; from his
being; from bis cioaest relations; e tends from this beginning;
and ac avery increase ..mst have reference to truth, tnat central
point of all powers for blessing. 11 s 3° -oarnard , Vest, iozzi , and
Pestaloizianism? p7<^)
Bis first great interest in education was aroused because
of nis conception of its redemptive a nd reformative possibilities,
fhis Deliaf underlay nis v/otk on his own farm at iJeunof. x'he
implication was that adult society would thus be reclaimed and
uplif ced .
.brief mention should ue made of PeBtaloazi 's literary work
because of its influence upon otbtr educators, uis most important
educational works ^re ; "I'ae Evening uour of u ueruit," consisting
of lou aphorisms regarding eduoationj "Leonard u ier'uruue , " one
be.aiciful story of a 9wiss woman v/ho reformed her husband and
eduoated her children, influencing tier whole irillagi| rT uo«/ Startrude
2ea-jiies ajf Children.* containing jiie foundation of his* system
and of most modern reform in elementary education, uuu "Cliriat opher
and ^lice. '
It must have been already clear that I'estalozzi is one of the
great figures in the history of all education, and especially of
tha which gives first plaoe to tho child, uis own life and character
dominated by a passionate love for childhood <. n£ a keen grasp of
tha real problems involved in tbe acquisition of knowledge is one
of his outstanding contributions. His religious convictions and
their relation to his vocation are expressed eltarly in these words;
"Thus faith in -iod is the source of all wisdom, a at1, all blessings,
and is nature's road to tha pure education of man." (£u Bernard,
'f estaiozzi , and J?«stalozzianlsm. p 'J do)
iiis conception of Che supreme importance o£ Una individual is
shown iii bis words, "Jho general elevation of these inward powers of
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the humankind to a pure human eviadom i3 tha universal purpose
of tha 3duc.abion 3V3n of tha lowaut man." {36, Barnard, Pastalozzi
,
and i-33 1 j.lazzianism. 1 p 7-4)
Ea D3li3V3d that tha basis of education is no: 1 0 bo
constructed, oat to 0 3 sought; it 3xi3t3 in the nature of man*
which contains an inborn aotiva instinct of d ,>v3lopmant. Thus
"id acat ion ought to ba free and nabural instead of being
orumpad, confined, 33r£ila rfho c bild should havo sufficient.
liberty to manifest decidedly his individual character. :l ( Ibid p 23)
fid ucat ion ought also to be practical drawing its means of development
from tb.3 actual circumstances of life,
Certainly his psychological insights in rel< tion to education
are invaluable as points of departure for a sure psychological
foundation of education. Dhus his insistence apon the importance
of the sense 3 and their training, the formation of clear ideas
^nd their expression in language ,and manual activity are most
important. "Nature develops 611 the human faculties by practice;
and their growth depends upon their exercise, fha method of nature
for educating humaniby is the explanation, and x^actice of its
knowledge, its gifts, and its qualities. n ( Ibid pp 724,5.)
tie says, " xiducati^n should be based on intuition, on a clear
and distinct percept ion of the subject to be learned," (Ibid p 33J
And again; "Knowledge rises by degrees from the lowe:t th-'ng bo the
highest, and 7/e shall make great progress .in oar lives if we begin
thus. " (Ibid p 594)
De^armo chr racterizes this contribution thus; "'fhis then is
the great merit of iPestalozzi, that whereas the men of his time
began instruction with the abstract, with words whose content was
unknown so children, he began with the individual things from
which .' lone the aostr^cti^ns could gain any significance in the
mind:s of the puoils . Instead of presupposing an experience, ho
supplied one."nt 12 i>e Jarno. "jissentials of Method." p bl)
unlike Rousseau ne oases hie whole educational system upon
the conception of the child as che memoer of a human society which
profoundly influenced hi:n and toward v?hich he has a responsibility,
tie says; "uan thou livest not for thyself alone on earth, nature
educates thee for relation with those without thee*!' {'$6 Barnurd,
''j?e3taioazi and x'es talozzianism , " p 7^7)
Alliod to thie social insight is nis passion for elevating
society. 'i'he poor, the defective, u.ncl tne degraded have thru
his efforts been redeemed and given an opportunity in life, and
many children have been kept in scnool that would inevitably
have faxlen by tne wayside." (l, craves, j-reat ^uucators of fhree
Gen buries. " p 152
)
Hie jonoribubion uo the ut-osa of uiauiiai training and industrial
development is not insignificant, Through bib j.vumple at i*eu,b,of,
and otanz, and ocill more cu.ru the modal institutions of his
disciple, ^eJLlenberg , Various i;ypas of industiial education have
come to supolement acadeuic courses.

Graves reckons one of ras greatest contributions to be the
initiation of "una empirical met nod in trie field of education,
"if he never produced a closed and perfected Sjf«uem so much tne
"be over, it is not merely tne form of his experience nor even "Che
rasuits, uui she xacu unat ha believed in finding his theory
through experxmanu ano not tradition, that :nade tne wont of
Psstaioazi suggestive and fruitful afterward 11, Graves, ireat
iiducacor 3 of Three centuries, : ' p 153
)
Wot the least of his contributions was the introduction of
a new spirit into tne schools uy which it has approacherl the
atmosphere of the heme.
Sow would our child Jiraniie fare under tne instruction of
^-estaiozzir Ha would find a teacher who would ue really concerned
aDout all that affected his young life. una who would penetrate
beneath all his joyous pranks ano inconsistencies ano understand,
'kiho would inspire hici to ee his oast self morally ano intellectually.
ii tie were an orphan or an outcast, he would find in iJestalozzi
a friend who would give him a home c-.no loving care, gentle
admonition, ano intelligent instruction*
Be would be encouraged to observe all tne oojeets which he
dany comes in contact with, to experience thou thru his senses,-
fcouch as well as sight. All the experiences of his young life
would be made to yield to him an educative value, ^ven in school
hour3 he would oa encouraged to use his senses* The usual subjects
of instruction would be taught to him as outlined above.
hie would as aemels with the other boys at eight or nine in the
morning and continue under tha absorbed instruction of Pestalozzi
until ha was so weary that ha and the other pupils would leave
the room one oy one. £estalosai, finally discovering himself to
be alone would go for a walk down Dy trie river, and if Jicimie
chanced uo follow aim, ae would see aim picking up small white
pa he las, and eying them in his handkerchief, for what purpose
neither Jimmio nor anyone else would aver discover*
Jimmie would De taught things that interested him at his
aga and stage of davelooment . *et he would not be released from
all effort, but rather his interest would oe enlisted so that
effort was not drudgery. de would be allowed to be a r^al boy
investigating objects ! n-1 experiences in life which fascinated
his versatile attention* ie t he would be required to think about
^is experiences, -ind report upon chara. tie would ,-dso be required
lo live and work witn his falio~/s ano to consider their convenience
as wall as his own.
<»ith regnrd to the 3cale by /hich the educators are being
maasurad, ^estaloszi is evaluated as follows;
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1. II. III. iv.
Theory & valus of Proportion Product oj!
Practice $liiat Tailing at II X in.
This Point
1. subject 7i fj t^ar as sinter \ 5 5
logical, complete davel- ( 5 10 10 100
opment. Chile! not la pie.*-
ture at all. Pixad course
of study.
3. Subject mat';ar tue aim, ( 12 ' 12
but modified to suit j 15 25 1^ 15 62^
child 's interest.
7. Aim as in fa, but fur- 1 35 25
ther modified by adapts- | ?5 20 45 2250
tion to local 'appeals
and other attractive
approacnes for the child
.
4. .-hi Id as center -bat ( 50 10
definite aim? for sooietyj 50 100 10 20 5000
health, worthy home
mauib3rship, etc.
5. Child as canter - no re- { 25
strnints, teacher followed 25 5®
fetal credit. ' ' 4975
dM strive to leave bah?. ad elasr. ^1 3 n which the child
is not considered, subject matt er "uain^ the only important thing1 .
Yet ha could not release himself from, its bondage. He is, therefore,
gi van full credit under class {1. /sat because ha did try Binoerely
to break: away from the pure subject matt ar view point, ha is riven
full eredIt -nder #2.
Further, in ':is clrar ooroapti on of the necessity of the
utilisation of the senses, he M'/ciiioed beyond class #2, and is
ola c?riy entitled to much credit under class jfy m He is, therefore
,
£iven 2^> points in theory and 20 points in practice.
aecause of his great love for the child and ' is earnest desire
to study him, and to fit him, - in acme instance reclaim him,- for
his place in society, he is given 20 points under class -j- t\.
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'Jhapte.-: IV.
jj'riadrich Froebal.
Now another great aducotor, Friadrieh Froebel, l r752-1^52,-
enlists in cha mighty struggle co axalt the ohild himself pbove
a static, daad subject matter, tie maintained that it is ttie
chief ousiness of education to make the chiln a t hinking,c onsoj ous
intelligent human being. All of his educational theories were
deeply influenced "by his intense religious experience and belief,
tie looked upon the ctiild as the manifestation of trie divine
spirit in human form; as oomo re hand i hg wi thin himself unity,- ^od,-
diversity,- nature,- and ind ividutiity humanity,
nis profound conviction regarding trie supreme importance of
teie ctiild aad his ourpose as an aduc ator are cie^riy expressed
in nis own words: 'I desire to educate men whose feet shall stand
on .rod's earth, while Baeir head towers up to he*. van, and reads
its secrets with steady gaze, whose heart shall embrace ootn
earth £ua heaven,- "Gnat unites in its love ioa 's earth and tori's
heaven.'' (14» Micaaelis & neatly, "Autobiography of ffrpebel."
d.e wa^ uhe first great champion of cue little child,
perhaps it was because of his own cnildhood wtiicti was so misund ersto
thcit he so lavishly poured ouc hits life anu effort in oruur to
give go one lituie onild an education which suouid enable him to
eater into and enjoy life icsalf, da says; "unceasing self-
concempla ji on
,
self-analysis, and s elf-education have been the
fundamental o ha rac e d ris e lea of my life from the very first, and
have remained so until these latest days. '( Ibid p. 11)
and of cue impression made upon him by nature. "She im^ressi^n
ffhich uue clear 3ky and pure air Lktde on me has remained ev^r
3inca present Jo my mind • f I Ioid p o)
very naturally h3 was attracted to t'iae great -ostalozzi
,
and 3pent two years with hi.a at ivardon teaching and ouserving.
Ha aD3orojd both information ^ u a inspiration* "All the things i
haard of him siezed powerfully upon ma,- ispeoially his desire in
soma no ^k and corner of the world to build up an institution for
taa education of tn? poor." (Ibid p 53)
Yet he had a distinctive educational, genius of his own, and
could not wholly agree witn £estaloazi. "In the raethoas ....I
fail?' to find that comprahansivanes a which is alona sufficient
to 3atisfy the human being, '(Ibid p $2)
wi.r -.33talozzi, ^r^r, ha insisted upon trie importance
of trie senses in education, but his religious and philosophical
convictions determined his position with regard to their function,
'To make trie internal external, and trie external inoer&al and find
unity for both." ( 13 , Froebel, "u?he Education of Man." pp 41,42)
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It is not possible to understand Ji'roeboi's educational theories
and resulting practice without taking aocount of trie philosophical
principles upon which they are found 3d, for his idealistic
philosophy profoundly influenced all his thought, tie believed
ultimate realities to be oound together in one system of unity.
''All is unity, all rests in unity, all springs from unity, strives
for and leads up to unity, and returns to unity at last." (14,
Michaelis & Esatlej
,
'Autobiography 01 J'roaoji. p 69)
Thus he held 'Education consists in leading man, as a thinking
intelligent being, growing into self-conseiausn ess , to a pure and
unsul isd, conscious and free representation of the inner law of
Divine Unity, and in teaching him ways and means there to. 1 ' H3»
Froebel, "ihe Education of juan. 11 p 2.)
Proceeding ou; of tni3 fundamental principle of unity was
his conception of continuous development, mental, moral, and
physical/ of the human being. ''"Joci creates and works productively
in unincerrupt ed continuity. «... viou eeveiops the most minute
and imperfect eiemancs through ever-rising stages, according to a
law eternally founded in itself, and ever unfolding out of its
own nature. a ll, -iruves, "tfreat fiduoatora of 2 ore 9 uuntui'ies. "p£Oy
)
Perhaps the principle whic h directly influences his educational
theory and practice most profoundly v/as that of creativity chru
self activity. Deveiepmen c r,saoula be brought about, not in the way
of dead iuibuuion or mere copying, but in the way of living,
spontaneous self activity * .... In every human being, as a member
of humanity a ad as a child of ^od , bhere lies and lives humanity
as a whole; bub in each one it is realized and expressed in a
./holly particular, personal, aad unique manner, and it should be
3xaioiujd in each individual human being in this wholly peculitr
unique manner*'' (Ibid p ^13)
ihes3 philosophical principles largely determined his attitude
toward the function of aubjaaij matter. Ho says, r,Ujvcr forget that
the tssential business of the 3chool is not so much td touch and
to coamunisate a variety and multiplicity of things as it is to give
prominence to the e ver-living unitv^ that i3 in all things. "(13,
Froebel, "Iduoation of Man, p 135
J
Thus things themselves are not the important consideration,
but rather the realization of a unity by means of which the human
being could best realize his own personality. He expresses this
ssrne truth in thes^ words, "iiducation should lead and guide man to
clearness concerning himself and in himself, to peace with nature,
and to unity with iod.'' (ibid p 5)
His conception of the continuity of the development of the
child made him see the imnortk'nce of eciucating the young child,
and led him to spend years of study and of prectice in devising
means to educate him from his earliest years in accordance with
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tha laws of his own nature and of *od ? s creation. Because of
his realization of the great significance of creativity whic
h
expresses itself thru self activity, he devinad tha extremely
important function of play in the life of t he young child.
Play was not a negligible, chance expression of the child,
u u t rather "The highest nhaae of c hild -development at this
period; for it is self active representation of the inner,
-
repress nt a tinn of the inner from inner necessity and impulse."
(13, rroebel, "Education of Man.'! p 55) i-t is extremely
important because "It gives joy, freedom, contentment, inner
and outer rest, peace with the tv orld . " i I Did p 55)
Again ha says, !,iian is only what he makes himself to be.
Man can make himself only that which he ideally is. i'hrough
activity he create s himself. In activity he reveals himself.''
(15 Blow, 'LetTJers to a Mother." pp 46,49) 7^he~ influence of
his philosophy appears in the following quotation, ^'fae soul is
essentially active; the accivity of v/hich we are conscious is
but a part of our total activity; and voluntary activity is but
a part of our conscious e otivity. "n ibid p 43 ) £ats great law
of activity cannot be ignored without harm resulting, "i1he
universal, the inexorable lav/ of haoit is that sensations pall
with repetition, while all activities augment their joy." I Ibid p45)
It is vitally connected with the moral life. "Moral life begins
when conscious motives take the place of blind impulsion. "( Ibid pll3)
his insight into the necessity of beginning the child's
education very early has already been mentioned. He believed it
should start wii,n the mother, and to this early education he
devoted She major pare of his oducai^i >nal activity, tie devised
a very elaborate program of songs, gnraes, and pictures, tie
produced fifty play s>ngs, e;<ch containing (1) a motto for the
guidance of 'jhe mother, (2) A verse with mu»ic to sing to the
child 4 (3) A picture illustra ting ttie verse.
susan iilow in her 'Letters to a Mother," has dnv:merated and
interpreted these games. (l) falling game , - develops faith. (2)
i'lay with cho limbs,- poinn of departure for development of icotor
activity, (3) ^eathervane play,- interpretation of movement not
his own oy enconscious imitation, (4) *u.I-gona game,- transition
from response to external seduction fco impulsion of conscious
ideals. {5) '-Jiock play, tick-tack,- poino of departux-e for
rhyfcnmic activity, (o) *asfca song,- dawning consciousness that
qualities a re oho deposit of activities, (7) Slower song,- conscious-
ness that wharavar there is self activity there is a 3oul.
-oackoninj to the pigeons and chickdus,- ascent of child from more
animism. (3) ii'ish in the Jurook,- the craving of life for life.
rhesa gam; s only serve to raompha3izo how inextricably his
educational theory i3 bound up with hi3 idealistic philoso^ay. To
make this ye j more clear two farther quotations from Susan iilo^
will be given. "Understood as a typical oxperionco, tho lesson of
the falling gcone is that tha nurtura of childhood must bo rooted
and grounded in faith. "(Ibid p 5)
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i'b.3 l3S3on of tha play-Wita-tba -limbs game is self-making.
"oinc3 man is a 33if-making bsing ha d3mands from the beginning
of hi3 Ufa taa discipline of his ensrgias." 1 15, j>low, "^.atjors
to a Mot oar* 8 p 40)
iTor tha kindergarten Froabal davisad an slaborate system
of gifts and occupations. In it b3 as 3d especially thraa coord inata
forms of expression, song, movement and gesture, and construction.
Jro^ing out of tba38 was tha use of language by the child. These
activities ooop3rat3d wi$h and interpreted one another, i.e.
ths 3tory told or read was expressed in song, dramatized in movement,
and illustrated by a construction from blocks, paper, clay, etc.
wto. Ha worked out a series of six gifts,- the cube, sphere, and
other geometrical forms, and "occupations" which applied to different
constructions principles laarned by the "gifts." These "gifts'' were
so arranged that they carried out the principle of development,
aach exercising new activities, while using those already learned*
The child was able to apply in practice what was learned through
the gifts in o:t3upa -ions , - constructions with paper, sand, clay,
wood and othsr materials.
Like Pastalozzi, Froebel attached graat significance to
language, ae hald that its great function was to unite tha
inner ana the outer worlds of tha child's experience. He says,
"Whan be learn3 to separate the name from the thing, and the
tiling from its name, the speech from the speaker, and viceversa;
when later on, language itself is axternalized and materialized,
in signs and w ri ting, and begins to he considered as 3ometh.ng
actually corporaal, man leaves the period of childhood and
enters the period of boyhood," (13, Froebel, "Education of Man."
P 93)
That Froabel did actually minister to the nurture of the
child '3 present life and interests is unquestionably true. He
says. " Let us live with our children; then will the life of
our children bring us peace and joy, then shall we begin to grow
wise, to be wise. ' (ibid p 6*9) In the mother play and in the
kindergarten, adults certainly did live with little children
syapat hatically. In this process of living with tha child, the
adult should quicken the effort of t he c hild in his own behalf.
"To stir ud
,
to animate, to awaken, .and to strengthen the pleasure
and power of the human being to labour uninterruptedly at his own
education, has become and always remaihed the fundamental principle
and aim of my educational work. "(14, Miohaelis & Kefitlay, "Auto-
biograohy of tfroaoel. " p 11)
He unquestionably believed "Chat she j^rasent life of the
child is indissoluably connected n ch the later life; probably
because of thai fact as well as his love for childran, he stressed
the early education suited to the child. In fact he clearly says
that the play of the child should be utilized to train for later
qotivity
.
The symbolism attfictied to gifts and occupations surely was
adult. Tnus in both theory and practice it must be conceoed that
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he held to the view point that it was the main function of
education to prepare for p. du.lt life.
In this very "brief study of Froebel it must "be very
apparent that erroneous educational theories are mingle!
with sound and valuable ones; he mainly errs in his 3 tress
stress upon symbolism. I'he principle of self activity,
however, even though not converted into the best educational
practice is a valuable contribution; one which is becoming
more and more widely accepted. It is a very wide departure
from the docile child obed iently c onning his lessons from e
limited number of antiquated text hojks. Jusan i>low uays
,
"Froebel *s great insight is that the human being is self-
expressing." (15 .blow, Letters to a mother, " p 5^)
i'he principle of grading instruction according to the
age and development of the child is surely of great afluos tional
value. "l followel the leading of Nature herself, and with
the data so obtained I worked out a representation of the place
from direct observation." (14 ilichaelis & Xeatley, "^utob j ograp hy
of .c'roebel) fait was ai& ? method of teaching the child
geogrtipny.
He also viewed the child as a social being who was
profoundly influenced by his environment and who in turn had
a responsibility toward the society of which he was a part,
x'his conviction showed itself in his kindergarten practice
in the games with the social occupations which inducted the
child into the life and activity of society.
Hot the lea3t of his s e rv ic 3 3 to fch6 child was the
introduction of new 3ubject3 in^o the closed and soaled
traditional curriculum. Avar since his day th-ro have boon an
increasing number of educators who have included nature study
and manual training in their curricula. Manual training
followed from Froebel ? 3 conception of the importance of self
activity; its significance in emancipating the child from
activities which have no meaning for him has been very great.
He was the first to set < precedent for the educati >n of
the little child, Mho can tell how much his influence has
counted toward releasing the child from a position which was
practically slavery, giving him loving consideration, and
providing for him occupations and e noation suited to his age
and development!
Our Jimraie would sorely have a very happy time under
Froebel. From the time of his first consciousness h6 v ould
find himself the object of his mother's loving attention. He
v/ould be delights! by her attentions,- the songs she sang to him,
the games she played with him, and the objects she gave to him.
He would not understand much more than that it was delightful
to b-3 loved, played with, and presented with lovely colored
balls, but his lack of understanding would not trouble him at
all, even though it might his mother.
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ffhen he reached Ghe age of three or four he would find
himself in a kindergarten ./here he bad bright colored balls, ouues
and other ourions oujeoGs given him. .as he grew olfler more
gilts would be presented -o him, and he would "be allowed to make
things wigq [lis own ha ads. Oh what fun it would be oo mess
around with soma clay boat he might model as he wished I a^l in
it would no 5 matter go him bhat he did u ot fully unci era Gaud what
ha was Goin^.
x'hen ig wo Old be u joy uo be doing things witb other li t jle
children, though he mig a g be rather surprised at first when
he 7/es not allowed go appropriate wnat oeionged bo other children,
or v/nen n? had go wait ms turn in tne play. Altogetner he would
quite happy because he was surrounded with a n atmosphere of iov3
irj.cdness and oeca use he was allowed go won: with his hands. let
ne vould rot; understand tne underlying reasons for much that ha
was doing, dug would learn much better if he Tere allowed more
freedom go do simply bhose cnings in waioh he himself was inter-
ested and which he could unu arstand.
be
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trainjs, teacher follows.
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Total credit. 5475
he, lifca Pestalosii, sought to leave class „ 1 oomplet ely
behind, bttX co'un not, and so is given fill.:, credit there. Like
rsstaloiiSi he is worthy Of credit in practice as well as theory
because he pal nstTKi ngly carried out bis theories in tne labor-
acory of fc he Ki nfl ergarter . It seems only ,1ust tc accord him
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full credit und r Glass f'l % and furtner to grant mm liberal points
under class fj.
Purely he is r1 ue great credit heoau.se of his recognition of
the piece of play and of self activity in the life of the child.
Yet because of his symbol ism, springing from his idealistic
philosophy, his attempts to make appeals to the interest of the
child are not fully saeoeseful; tney ^re too adult and divorced
from tn.e experience ami understand ing of trie ohilo. In tneory
he is given 1 7 points under ci*So j-3 * and, "because of t&e principle
of self activity, in uls practice i u points.
tiis great lovi for the little child &nd his poineer work in
the oh.ild-s early years, as well as his interest in moral train-
ing, and educatlo for life in society give him e credit of
30 points under class jf4,
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Chapter /•
Jo haan Friedrieh EerDart©
Johecn Jriedrich Eeroart, I776-I&41, W8S predominantly
an educstional theorist who carefully worked out the most
logical sod closely knit educational system tfcac haa as yet
been conceived, i'hus he was in merited contrast with r/estalozzi,
who was constantly experimenting and nevar was able to produce
any finished system, let aeroart was greatly influenced by
uis predecessor. Ee wrote a very kindly, but critical essay
Oil Pestalozzi 's oook. "now Jeri/rude leaches Eer Children,"
in which he points out his educational faults ana shows tne
development; oi nit oHi ^oeas from tost -riat educator's.
"sense perception, as holds with x'estalozzi , does supply
the first elements of knowledge, out the material of the
school course saould be arranged with reference to cn3
g3neral purpose of instruction, which is moral self -realization.
"
(1, iraves, 'iraat Jidueator3 of Dhrae Centuries." p 170)
J?hus as lestaloz2i aad sucoiaded in arousing iSuropa
to the need of universal aducation and of vitalizing the
formalism of the schools, derbart created a sy^se/a of
psychology thac had an immediate birring upon education.
aardart, notwithstanding his almost exclusively
scholastic approacn «o education, was yet intensely concerned
with the child hi..iself. do faally considered the child as
of more importance cnan subject ureter .;hoae Lsola claim to
merit was its aoixicy to aourisu one life of tne child, de
wa3, nowever, in manced contrast with xtousseau who had
revolted ao comoletely against subi aot matter, firmly
convinced that it had a very valuable service to render to
the development of th3 child. 'xlo instruct the mind is,
he considers to construct it. ilnowle.lgo is no, longer a
mental ornament, it is a mental element, knowledge builas
up and ^rouuoes mind, if it is crue that uhire is no
inceiieco aparc from successive iaeas, henceforth we must
seek the oonds that unite them in cohesion, the int-j rinct i.ng
of the ideas c aaiase lves . •' ( l<jj5 Jompayre , 'aerbart and niduoation
oy inst rues ion. p 47)
It is not posoiuxu fee tUiijrsoauu iieri^.irt'L; educational
contr ib a 1; load apa 1 1 ir^m oj.aj knowledge of his ^ost carefully
worked out systam of psyouoiogy. de departed ruaica^ly from
one old, erroneous fciOui«y psychology, ao aeld , 'Ihe Liind in
its original state is merely a tabula rasa. 1 t. has no content,
lb id created bit by oit, ouank;-, bo ropxe sontations or ideas
orougat go it by sense - -ercopt Loiis • (ibid p 20)
de olearly sensed tne lav/ oi upperce ot ion and its
educational s i^nii'ioance. 'in order that a new representative
may oe received into the circle 01 idea~, that ic may find
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way ./ich aaad and security amidst the network of
knowledges, che teacher, uc ohe beginning of each las j on
muds pre para che ground. (17, Gompayre, n'£erbaro and
ISducatioo by Instruction. 1 p
also lia did not o/drlook the relation of the JU.boouL.ai ous
bo the conscious mental life and tnuo co education* Ideaa
being la placed by others, fall back into tha subconscious,
"fhay tiia not indeed o.nnihilaced , nor have they dioappaarod
foravar; wday are merely latent; cuey continue in a condition
of tendency, &nd they aspire co reproduce anu reinstate
tiiainselvee as soon as a favorable occasion will permit this
to occur." (laid, p a 3)
ideas, however, have certain laws, the action of which
most be recognized* "If ideas are more or less alike the}/
tend co form jroups and unite; that is what we call a 'fusion*.
If they ire uerely different, unlike, they gat uixad and
entangled
,
forming a 'complex'. If they are contrary, opposed
to each other, they cannot coexist, and they driva each oth^r
out ideas a^ree with each other or struggle together;
una soul a dumb o^eacura, has no objection co raise •" i Ibid p £4)
Ihus it is necessary that education ba Lasad upon ideas.
'Fusions" and 'complexes' of representations explain all
phenomena of she intellect; abstraction, judgment, comparison,
raason, the notion of self, not leaving out memory and imagina-
tion. 2?he other phenomena of the soul, sentiments, desires,
volition, are adequately accounted for by the relation of
ideas to each other* •«.. fleeting modifications of ideas.
Ihey are the shadows that pass, the foundation of the mind
remains, and this foundation oonsists of ideas. rT (Ibid p 25)
4 Herbart refer3 again and a^ain to the law of apperception
and its relation to education. "Bach ne 1:/ idea or group of
ideas is, therefore, retained, modified, or rejected according
to its degree of harmony or conflict with the previously
existing ideas* .... In othjr words all new ideas are
interpreted thru those already in c onsei ousness* " ( 1, iraves,
"ireas Jduoators of Three Jjnturies." p 174-)
Ideas, however, having been presented to the child in
accordance with the law of apperception must be reflected upon
and absorbed. "' We prescribe the general rule (jive equal
prominence to absorption and reflection in every group of
objects, even the smallest; that is to say, emphasize equally
clearness of the individual perception, association of the
manifold, coordination of the associated, and progress thru
exercise according co this coordination." (Ibid p 182)
Herbart holds that these i>syc hological principles indicate
four steps in education} "(1) Clearness,- presentation of facts
to be learned is purely 'absorption.' (a) association, uniting
of thes<3 facts with previously acquired is mainly 'absorption';
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it Lnclud as/ airman ts of Reflection , ' (3) dystem, coherent
arrangement of .vhat has bean associated in passive 'reflection',
(4) bathed, the nractical application of the system "by the
puoil to .new data is progressive or active 'reflection. 1
In his famous doctrine of interest, derbart shows how
the child himself and his interests must be s matter of
first consideration; only as this is the case will subject
matter be of any value whatsoever. do buses instruction on
the psychoio^ioil principle of interest, - the interest
which accords with t hn needs of the child. do very important
a characteristic of Herbart'rf educational system is this
doctrina of interest that a number of quotations will be given.
He says, ''instruction in the sense of mere information-
giving contains no guarantee whatever th?t it will materially
Counteract faults and influence existing groups of ideas that
are independent of the imparrted informotion. .but it is theoa
ideas that education must reach; for the kind and extent of
assistance that instruct? an may render to conduct may depone*
upon the hold it has upon them.'" (1 Graves, "ireat Educators
of i'hres uonturias." p 176)
.again, "2he essential condition of fruitful instruction
is that iu excites interest and attracts it. .... To interest
is Co arouse the hangar of the intaiiect liie term interest
chen, is two-faced, it belongs at the same Gime to the object
which arouses the taste and the subject in whom the taste is
aroused. It is incurjsc which it' uha spring of manual activity.
. ... ..'he activity waich ciarb .rc denied co the soul itself he
revived under the form of interest. ;,pp 47,40,49. (17* ^ompayre,
"dorbarc & jJducacion oy Instruction. "J
derbarfc values direct above indirect incerast. ''Jirect
infceresc is die true incarest; it springs spontaneously from
the CQin^s themselves, from she knowledge ./hioh cue child
gathers from hit> daily experience. .... these captivate the
mind and hold it prisoner, while at che same time they arouse
inspire
,
and quicken it. :, ( ioid p 5°)
"Jo says that only direct intero3t is fruitful, ''indirect
interest which wa impose up^n the child thru praiso and blame
.... leaves the mind in a relatively passive condition. It
necessitates an effort, cometiues n painful effort .... in
the effort which they make to maintain it (interest) they
expend part of their strength, thus injuring tho smoothness
and clearness of their perceptions."! Ibid p 50.)
not merely a f3\v selected interests, however, arc to be
considered, aorbart would no c narrow down the range of subject
mat Oar as did so nan? of ills formu.1 predecessors, de would
lead She child out to rich and varied fields and inspire him
to brouse in many fertile pastures, uince character is the
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outgrowth of concrete knowledge, the subject-matter of the
ourriculura should cover the entire range of known ideas.
Hence to correspond to the two main groups of interests
Herbart divides studies as follows: (1) " historical" ,
-
history, literature, and languages, ( >) "sc iantific" , -
including :nat hematics , industrial training and natural
sciences.
Ha says "Narrow-mindedness is the inevitable
consequ.3nca of education whan it develops only ons type
of interest, it is evident, for exampla, that a mind will
remain imperfect and limited if it Is confined to speculat IVG
or religious interest without room being made for sympathetic
cinterest. (17, Compayre , "Herbert & education by Instruction,"
p 5>)
Also. "Scattering no las;, than one -sidedness forms are
antithesis to many-sidedness. Uany-sidedness is to be th3
basis of virtue; but tha latter is an attribute of
personality, hence it is evident that the unity of self-
consciousness must not to impaired . i'he business of
instruction is to form the person on many sides and
accordingly to avoid a distracting or dissapating effect.
And instruction has successfully avoided this in the case
of one who with ease surveys his well-arranged knowledge
in all of its unifying relations and beholds it together
as his very own." [l, Graves, "vireat uiducators of I'hrse
Centuries." p 16 u)
xYOW Herbarb holds cquj interests spring from two main
sources, "experience" which furnishes uj kfith a knowledge of
nature and "social intercourse" from which come the sentiments
to our fellow men. interests may, therefore, be classed is
belonging to {!) knowledge, or participation. "Knowledge*
interests are classified a3: a<> "empirical" appealing to the
senses directly, b. "speculative , " seeking relations of cause
and aff3ct, c. "aesthetic" resting upon enjoyment.
(2) "Pare i -pati on interests are classified as:
a. " Jymp&t ha » ic" dealing with relations i;o individuals.
b« "jocial" including the community as a whole,
c. JJIieligious" treating the rolation to the divine.
More carefully and clearly than any proceeding educator,
Uerbctrt ha 3 worked out a system of education based upon his
conceptions of subject natter, the child and his interests,
-j-nd hies psychological capacities. Ue holds that there are
four stages or steps of instruction: "eiearnab s , association,
sys cemtiti Zrjtio n, and mo ohod • "^gain he says there t.x\j three
modes or methods of instruction: "descriptive", "analytic , "and
"synthetic", de says that teaching should success ively "show,
BSSOOiate, teach, and philosophize."
nerbart made an effort to select material for tha course
of s tudy to parallel the development 01* the inaividual with
thac of the race. Shis emphasis was taken up ano applied,
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especially in the iiands of ttis disciple Ziller, m uhe culture
epoch theory.
Ck&t; deroart oalievad the interests of the child himself to
be superior to a dead suDjeoo matcer has already be^n contended,
.wow, ne held that ic is Lias moral ch^rf* cter of the child thai; is
che great" end and aim of ail education, ae saysj" I1he worth of a
titan is measured not by what he knows , hut what he desires to do.
. ... ii each act *f a he will is only an idea in action, an idea
energized .... moral character itself is only a collection, a
grouping of ideas that tend co become active." (l?» Gompayre
,
"Herbart Sc. Idneatiofc oy Instruction." p 62)
a' he child, however, is born without moral idefs as without
will. "Morality, like understanding as a whole is only the
resultant from s series of operations, the product of experience. 1'
Ubid p §5.
tlis grett educational publication, "Outlines of Seneral
.reaagogy," cpeus with the Germ 'virtue' which expresses the whole
purpose oi education. Virtue is the idea oi 'inner freedom', which
has developed into an abiding actuality in an individual. Hence
t.s inner freedom is a relation between 'insight 1 and 'volition 1
a double task is at orjco set beioie tb.6 teacher, it becomes ais
business to make actual each one of these factors sepaiately in
oruer that later a permanent relationship mav iesult."ll, Graves,
"Great .hducaoors of Ihrea Centurias." p 175
^
lo olarifj 'innei freedom', and the 3 1 hic-.il aim, ha
formulates four subsidiary concepts ; "Chi affiency of the will 11
,
"good will", "ju3tice, : ' and "acuity." da has, however, rather a
curious system of athics for he holds that moral ideas ara not
the source of moral authority. A moral judgment is an aesthetic
j udgment, which is absolute, net requiring demonstration but
assarting complete authority. 11 as soon as an aesthetic judgment
springs up in the scul, it is felt as a force. .... This is the
gentle pressure that mankind calls consci snca. ' ' (17* -ompayra,
"aarbart & education Instruction. :, p3<$
)
aa is at some pains to reconcile his ethics .vita his
pedagogy, ae holds that moral j ducat ion is in direct and strict
correlation .vich intellectual education. In order, chan, that
moral education thus accepted be possible, aesthetic judgment
must be formed by instruction. In moral culture there are six
things arnica mu3t be done: ' (1) Support che 3hild, (i) incline
him to acc, 13) establish rules, (4) maintain in ais soul
calmness and serenity, (5) stimulate his Intellect with approval
and censure, and {6) warn and correct h ; m. rf (ibid p 1 04)
as regarii discipline, while he admits che need of 'government 1
which is repressive, he clearly d is t ingaia lines Lt from 'training'
or real moral education, for which i c is intended to prepare*
Braining, rather then constant repression or emotional apou;iIs,
snapes che will for self-control.

Herb;. re's position with regard to educacijn ua a means of
ministering go tne cnilu f s present lire una inuraats or
preparing for bis futuro - lif6 aas already bean implied. A rich
subject mat car iJ do be used in order that it may build up a
many sided life,- presumably adult. A funetional psychology is
to be accepted by me teacher in order that he inay teach so
that the child may learn; this learning is to develop hirn step
by step until he reaches aa u.l t life . 'i'he child's interests are
to ba considered, in fact TnTey must be considered if any real
euueati on is to result, out the goal of the teacher is a life,
most iDicbabl^ adult, which has avenues leading out to all the
worth while knowledges and activities.
One of his reasons for developing a many-sided interest
is "chat education has no right to hinder or limit in advance
a man's fat ure activity, ana in consequence to narrow th9
at tent ion of the ohijo by keeping it on special studies.
She building- up of the character oi the child it to ba
the aim an a end of education. That this is for t-ne purpose
of laying the roundaticn for tha moral life of the adult
seems quite clear irem soma oi his iaeas shout discipline,
for he advocates for the chila a period of discipline,
maintaining that it prevents the child from injuring himself
and being; i;nb9araols uo others. he holds that punisbment is
permissabie , out it should be wise ana kind, and its goal
should be toe repentance o± the child who ma^, thus be able to
develon into a mo ral a o ul t
.
herbal t 's great contributions to tha doctrine of interest
have already-been stated, hut some farther emphasis maj be of
valu.6. Compuyre points out his great service in working out
a complete system oi education, rfTe cannot denjr to him the meiit
oi navin-- constructed a complete system with relationships wall
planned, full of symetry, ail the paits holding together,
leaving no gaps he has taken the pains Co say over again
in systematic iorm truths known to ail the world . 1 (17 * oompayre,
"Herbert & .education by Instruction." p 74)
his psychology, though not peilact is certainly a very
great advance over tne 1 acuity psy.enology oi J? roe be 1 and
res talozzi . tie, moreover, base3 Lis education securely and
soundly upon psychological principles, de shows tha t a duca ti onal
bneories m$st be 30 locndad. ho great educator since his day
has neglected the assential relationship bet Gen psychology and
education,
be gives a ne?/ emphasis to tha importance or the study of
history and language, as wail a3 llttratura. considered
r/estalozzi 's emphasis upon the soud^ ol «he physical world to ho
but a stepping stone to hie own 'moral revelation ol tne world.
Ahila ohe former made arithm. cio, g9ograpny, and natural science
his chief care, he preferred bo stress history, literature, and
language
•
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xhus ha clearly understood what tie wanted sab jest ma tear
to accomplisn in tne life of the child, tie believed that
knowledges are valuable only by r3a3on of their intrinsic
utility, (jompayra says, ''aerbort, who had a blind faith La
bis theeriea and systematic notions, i3 most valued by u.3 for
detail in special subjects and wealth of practical observations.
"
(17, uompayre, 'Herbert & education by Instruct ion, * 9 63)
He also contends for a well trained teaching force. To
this end he worked out in connection with his university a
practice school wher3 teachers ware gi/an vsry thorough
training in theory and practice, tie says. ''It is by meditation,
it is by reflection and research, it is thru scientific study,
that the educator must prepare his mind and neart to fit nimself
to conceive, feel, anfl judge rightly the particular incidents,
the special casi3 which he must meet in nis career as a teacher. 1 ' 1
libid'p 42.
)
He also by his own example as wall as oy nis theories,
scressed an educational principle whicn is generally recognized
today, that of individual differences. de traced out the
characteristic differences between otiij.Ui.eu .-md also caose
marking young men,with delicate insight. She question of
physical tempe raiment occupied ni i; ho diatinguis'-iud seven
cladodd of tamperaikin t, four normal, and three abnormal.
ais docurine of iutjrest i3 fundamental to education; it
©annot be overlooked if edueatiuu is to be anything but formal
and divorced from one main currents of life and its interyscs*
.oy means of ais educational oys co^i, tie 7ouid elavata all
humanity. Jha moral ideas would give uirca uy deduction to
social ideas which, would rule over nations and the world. '.Jnus
he foreshadowed how, by the end 01 a gradually e xpt nd in g flood
of instruction, a golden age ?/oulu be established and spread
step by st3p.
l'nus ho agreed with *'roebei and x'estalozzi in his conception
ox che social significance of education, and xoreshauowed one of
Joun Dewey's profound convictions.
dib ymuhasis upon charaocer as che iiighest goal of education
is of great value, "da maintains. !lwaaractur consists of a man's
$3:sires, ant he aesires what he persisteniy tr.inks about.
Instruction, then, is che principle 01 the formation of character*
(Ibid p iol) uy also pointed out, as uio i'roebel, the connection
becwyen charaotyr and s ylf -activity , "-a maxim is efficacious only
whyu it has beta, so co spefr k, livyd , when personal e.ction Las
given it life." (ibid p lud..) ±Lgain Stressing one oi Lewe^'s
fundamental principles.
Y/Lat v/^uld be the fate of cur young friend, oinimie, in the
hands of d6rbartV be certainly would not wander it will, following
his own inclinations, ts Kousseau rould have permitted him, 01 be
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allows J freedom to investigate and experiment as Froebal and
Po3talozzi urged, aa would have presented to him much mora
history and literature than sansu objects or manual training
tools, as might avan bo exposed to ilomer at quite a young age.
d3 ,70 old not, though, ba plunged headlong into this or any
oth3r subject a3 into an icy bath. Jho teacher would carefully
pr3p^ra his mind for chis as wall aj all othar instruction. ->ho
would famish him with ideo.3 ,/iiich he needed to make naw subjects
clear. Also she ./oold help him to ralata his ideas, if aha
wars to teach him aDOttt a 30.7, 3 ha voald .ilso taach him ,xbout tha
Ijreen meadow where he fad, the brook from wffrich ha drank, the grai
which furnished him wintar food, und tha stable which sheltered
him as well as 10 untie ss othnr things.
ihe would sei that he had many particulars in order that
ht3 mind might do its work of organization properly,- so that he
might hava general notions full of rich content. Also she would
not neglect nis intirasts. If she taught him iomer,- his mind
having been carefully prepared according to the law of apper-
ception,- sue would also teach him •'bout the no^a mentioned cow.
Hot only so she would taach liim about a wide number as 'Tell es
variety of things,- the history of his own as wall as of other
countries, how to reckon the grocery bill, how to find his homa
city on the map, how to sing, how to speak and write correctly,
and many, many' other things. In fact so many things that, perhaps
ha might conclude, "of the rni'k i n-? of books, a ntf of learning there
is no e nd •
Ye o iu all a he woulu especially tr„ 00 uuva^op his love for
tha Deaatiful, to beach him beautiful s jngs ^nd poetry as well
as show him lovely pictures, in order that ho might form the
proper moral judgments. Al: her instruction would bo given with
tha purpose of helping Jimmio form a high moral character*
^ it h regard to the ieale, Eerbart is evaluated as follows: -
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Like his great o-edecessors whom vre have studied, Herbar"c
abandoned class ^1 completely. Much as he valued subject matter,
especially literature and history, it way not for its own sake
primarily, but because he believed it was a sort of storehouse
which contained go ;ds of actual value for the present generation.
ae is certainly due full credit under class fl for reasons
which must be apoarent from the aaove study. ¥et staely ne
labored might: ly to adaot subject matter to the psychological
natuie of the child. We hare seen how c refully and painstakingly
he worked out his syastam. So earnest was his desire to reduce
education to a earefuily ordered system that he almost rah the
risk of making it a static thing. His principle of apperception
and insistence upon the paramount importance of interest,- direct
and many-sided, seem to entitle him to much credit under class ^3.
He is givan full era it, 25 points for theory, and, since ho did
not personally carry out his theory but left that to his practice
teaoaers, Zu points for practice.
Since he really did occasionally rise to the height of the
conception of the child as the center of education, as well as
the extreme itnoor cano 0 of aia moral education, and education for
society, SerMrt is given credit undor olass^j
thaory, and
,
because
for practice.
his ideas ran ahead of praoti oe ,1^ oo.rnts
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Unapter /I.
aorace ..aull,
isicc because ne orginated any new theory of education or
olazed che trail of any unique and valuaDla educational
practice doas dorace ^ann dasarva a piece among those who ha/a
vary greatly contributed go the cau.3a of the freedom of child aood
from the bondage of ignoranoa and education ijly adapted to hi3
naads. .but ra"Char oecause of his services as a statesman and
public agitator of the cause of cne child and his proper education.
dinsaale says that the master forca3 in hi3 life wera
:
faith in -rod as infinitely wi3e , true and good; faith in man as
indefinitely improvable; faith in knowledge and teaching as
conducing directly and powerfully to man '3 improvability; and
faith in his own duty to glorify Jod by ministering to the
improvability of man. ( ^6, 'ainsdaio , ''aorace Mann <Sc fha Common
-
ocqooI lievi/cii in cha uniced States* 41 p I03)
-at a cima whan the schooi3 of Massac liusetcs ware cjuite
inadequate in every way and vary poorly organized, ho was chosen
to be the firsc secretary of tna x>oard of education. ais labors
in thac position ware varied and simply prodigious. ae was
profoundly impressed with the importance of ois mission, ''uhould
ha ^che commissioner of education) bring forth the germs 01
greatness and of happiness which Mature has scattered abroad,
and expand them into maturity, .... should he be able to teach
even a f3w of cnis generation how mind is a god over matter ....
how the whole life depends upon the scale which wa form of its
relative values «... what a perpetuity of blessings he would
confer, "(ibid p 11^)
da saw vary ciaarly the nacessi cy of a state system of
schools, 'inhere government has not established any system of
education, the whole suoject of course is left to individual
enterprise, in gucq oases the majority will be left wj thout
any adequate means of in3 cruet ion, nonce the mass will grow up
in ignorance© i Zl , uann, ".an iual xioportn on uia ucat ionl''p^5^*
oome of cha proolams wnich he faced were no n-attundance of
child -an at school, poor oondicion of 3chooi ouiliiinga, ana
absence of suparvision.
fo awaican interd3C in oho cause of education Mr iiann
plunged almost immediately inco a lecture tour of the state
which he carried through despite many disco ur;igeni(»ncs and lack
ofeoorpor\tci on. .ulaoa year of his tenura he taade a circuit of
the state spending himsulf frealy in his efforts to H rouse and
inform public needs regarding education.
afcer seven years he succeeded in introducing a syscum of
teachers institutes into che state as a means of improving
teaching, and thereafter constantly served as an efficient
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lecturer. ua also founded cue first public normal school in
securing a private gift ox tan thousand Solars. ae
founded three normal scqojIs aventually, at iPramingham, "aipole,
and aridgewater* -ae course consisted in a review of the
common branonew from chs teaching point of view, work in
educati onal theories, and training in the practice schools
under sypervision. da said, 'I believe Normal ochoois to
09 a new instrumentality in the advancement ox the race. I
oelieve chat without them free schools themselves would be
shorn ox their strength and their healing power, and would at
length become mere charity schools, and thus die out in fact
and in form# rt (26, dinsdale, 'Horace Uann cc Eae Common ooho.,i
Revival in the Uniced otatas , ' p loo)
-o.no cher ox his services us secretary was the establib hsient
of school libraries throughout cha state. Jeui monthly he
issued significant educational publications,, 'x'he Common School
Journal r?
,
spreadiug information concerning school improvement,
school, law, and the proceedings of the state board. Much of
the writing in this magazine was done by Mann himself.
Perhaps the most outstanding service which he rendered as
oet-recary was the issuing of his Annual Reports* Ehey were
written for the purpose of creating public opinion regarding
public schools, and guiding oublic action. Jhey were by law to
.give information concerning existing conditions and progress,
and co discuss approved methods and organization. She y fill
a thousand pages. While practically every educational topic
of importance at tha time wues dealt with, his suggestions as a
whole maintained a definite point ox viaw and a connected body
of practical doctrine. xaey ware read with great interest in
alx parts of tue united states and even in Europe.
k few quotci tions from these reports v/ili be given in
order co give some idea of their nature and contents. "no
riohneaa of climate, no spjntaneous productivity of ieoil, no
facilities for commerce, no source of gold or of diamonds
garnered in the treasure chambers of the earth, can confer
even worldly property upon an unedu<j.;od nation. '' ( £7 ^ann,
'Annual Reports on 296 ucation. :,p5o2 ) "Ue know that all the
wonders and glories whicii nature displays in her majestic
course are oaly souses of superstition to those wiio have not
learned her sublime laws. "(Ibid p ^>G\j) 'Inhere is no earthly
power but education which by supplying thews wants can rescue
the human race from sinking as much below the brute craation
as C(iqj were designed to risa above it." (Ibid p 5U7«
'fhe great bou,/ ox vices and c. imeo which now stain oaid
torment the oom-.;cwi uy mc..y be dislodgad and driven out from
amongst U3 by such improvements in our present oomuon school
system as we u.re abundantly able to make." v Ibid p $09)

V-
2r Man* maintains chat among the evils resulting from
luck of education are: clas~ distinctions, crime, inability to
enjoy the better things of life, and poverty.
Pre a theae ^uporta aa well as hia other writings and
speechas , hia conception of the place of the child and of
aubjoct matter in education may be gathered. 'Jhfct he considered
the child and hia inea-reats to ba of superior importance to
sub ject matter ia clear from hi3 words. 'If I can discover by
what ap:licatioa of means a non-thinking, non-ref1 acting
child can most surely be tr&ined into a noble citizen, i aady
to contend for the right, .... my ministry has no o been wholly
in vain. ' v £o
,
Hinadaie, "Horace Siann £ fhe Common school
Hevivai in the United «atates. ' p II4) dis faith in the
ed ucafcability of the child he clearly expressed, 'I have faith
in the improbability of the r<^ce,- in their accelerating
improvabiiity. ;I [ Ibid p li<d)
For subject mooter in an of itaaif he had little use; rather
he believed in the practical uses of studies, tie placed small
stress upon discipline and culture as such, .oookkeeping he
preferred to ilgabra because the children could use it, and
surveying to geometry for tha same reasoru
he saw the neceaaity of linking education with life*
ordinarily lessons c re Studied from texbuooks mechanically, "The
pupils raheurao from memory with auspicious fluency; or being
asked for some useful application of their knowledge, some
practical connection between that knowledge and the concerns
of life, fehey are silent*" (Mann, "Annual Reports on Bducatinn"
da advocated education which properly stimulates and
informs the child, "Instead of any longer regarding the earth
a3 a huge nail of ddad mat-er • •«. its beautiful and boundlas
a
divers itioa of auoatance, gradually dawn forth, until at length
they illuminat a the whole aoui." (Ibid p ~5<±d)
Like Pe3taiozzi, ,vhos 0 methods he atudied in his foreign
tour, he recognized jhe neces ity of utilizing the senaea of
the child. *Improvements in the art of touching have eonaistod
in supplying interesting o.od useful instead of mischievous
occupations for these 3onsos as wall as faculties. Sxperiance
h^s now proved that it is muoh eaaier to furnish profitable and
delightful amployment for all these powers than it is to stand
orer them with a rod and 3tifle their workings." (ibid jp 304)
Ha also rocogni zee; with uorbart the necessity of arousing
che intere t of the child. "i'akG a group of lit„le child: on to a
toy ahop, ^nd .vitnesj their outburaiing aagemeas ^nd delight.
To the exclusijn of food and sleep, they will push their i nc[uiries
until shape, color, •iUciio.y, us., and substance both oxternal
and internal of the objects are exhaust ed* " ( ibid pp3 ;35, 356)
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Ha evidently reached the conclusion which restalozzi
had already arrived at that mental and manual activity
of tea proceed together, 'it is much easier to keep the eye
and hand and mind at work together than it. is to employ
e igher one of them separately frop the others. A child is bound
to tha teacher by many more cords, the more of his natural
capacities the teacher can interest and employ.'' I 27 Mann*
"Annual Reports on id ucation. " p 3^4)
His visit fo the schools of Prussia strengthened his b
belief in the necessity of the training of the teacher,
"xhe #russio.n teacher has no book, he needs none; he teaches
from a full mind. He cumbers and darkens the subject with no
technical phraseology. <»•.. He connects the s ubjact of the
la 33 on ",7ith all kindred and collateral ones, c.nd shows its
relations to the avery-day duties and business of life. 1'
(ibid p 342) He was much impressed with the art of questioning
which tho iorman teachor possessed.
Ha spent much time in studying more improved methods of
t3ac;i..ng during hie fortrign tour. The following are pedagogical
improvements which ha advocated: a new method of teaching
reading; the a-so of supplemental material, the teaching of
sci3nca; objective, illustrative, and oral teaching in the
elementary schools, more rational and humano methods of
disciplining, and loss generalization and more concrete teaching.
Iha improved mat hods of tccliin^ tho various school subjects
which he advocated ara significant, lie held that it was folly
to teoch the olphab )t before teaching reading. In arithmetio
tha taejh3r should begin with objyct lessons, cub as, and so on;
processes and rules should not be separated. Ehe teaching of
grammar should proeaed during all tha activities of the school.
Children should laarn to -/rite and to draw together as each
skill aids the othir In the taaeslng of geography the taacher
3hould begin ,7ith tha familiar; geography should ba tracad out
into its con. ectiQns with cora.ierca, manufacturing and history.
In the study of nature and of society, a good taacher may begin
with any sub.jiot which is familar to the child aud lead out
indefinitely "zo broader and broader information*
Thu3 u.r iiann, though not primarily an educator, studied arid
embraced many of the advanced viewpoints of 'jhe great educators,
tie held subject matter to be subordinate do the interests of
the child . tie did not, however, reach the conception of educa-
tion as a bw ns of ministering to the present life and needs of
the child, rather it was a preparation for complete living in
adult life, Jihtn such a student goes out into life, he carries
a^ it ./ere a plan or model of tho world in his own mine! • Ho
cannot, therefore, pass either blindly or with the stupid gaxa
of the brute creation, by bha ^re t objeo-ts t.nd processes of
nature, but he has an intelligent discernment of their several
existences and relati ons and their adaptation to the uses of
mankind* if I
-7 Hann, 'Annual Hoport3 on Education. " p 115)
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Horaca Mann f s great oontriuutions to the Doctrine of
Interest mu3t ba already apparent. Ha aasiflu.ou.sly davotad
himsalf to 5ii3 awakening of a puolio sentiment in favor of
education. Ha maintained that all improvements in the school
Suppose and require a corresponding and simultaneous improve-
ment in public sentiment* Jo tills task he sot himself with
unlimited u3votion and moral earnestness*
i'his arousing of puolio sentiment resulted in the
reduction of expend iture for private schools from seventy-
five to thirty-six percent, the raising of salaries of
teachers sixty-two peroant, the expansion of school attendance,
and the establishment of fifty new high schools. He said , "I
believe in the aosolute right to an education of every human
being that oomas into the world* 0 (1 Sraves, "GJreat Educators
of Three Centuries, " p 263)
His agitation also resulted in the great improvement
of the material equioment of schools,- wel L constructed
school buildings oroperly ventilated, lighted, and heated.
He also advocated and di'l mucn to inaugurate in the
schools, new methods of teaching, and better $ext boons.
Though not aiuiseif an ed noational theorist, he ;jude practical
and brought; into ude many ox jhe contributions made to
• d ucti -ionai oueor., by others, ue also set a precedent in
ed.ucaoion for oohjr states* She reso 0' Hew England, following
the exaimoie of ^asjaoiiaae u *s
,
began to odntralize i as
educacionai administration with a state uoarj and 3tioretc.ry.
Horace i^aau would surely have bean a very great friend
to Jimmie. 7ery likely dimmid kjigat buvo be~u oao of the
very large number of children in i-iassachusstrs without any
school oriviieges. ne might aavn be^n bound out to some
village shoe coooler and compelled to work long nours fetching
and carrying for nis master, with no books to read, and nothin-r
to thinK about out the small talk of his master's customers.
Perhaps he might b»ve ha".n permitted to attend a poorly
haated and illy aquipnen school for a few months in the
//inter, getting chilblains on his feet bee ause the floors
were always cold, and an aohe in his head baoause he had to
memorize long passages from dry textbooks. Hami wouln have
provided him with a school adequately equipped, taught by a
teacher whos
. mind was kept f. lert by educational literature,
and training in -.n institute. ne rould be encouraged to stuay the
subjects which wo aid bo of moso practical benefit to him, and
provided tfiuh a school library which voulu open up new fields
to him*
.according to the scale, «ir Mann is evaluated as follows:-

I. II. III. IV.
Ehaery & latiae act Proportion Product
Practice 3?o int Falling at II /c III.
This Point
1. .^uhject maotar as canTar ( e
logical, complete davsl-
( 5 10 0 r
onmeno. ^hiid not in pic- —2 5 50
ture at all* Fixed coarse
Of study.
2. Subject matter the aim [ li 12
buc modified ;o suit t 13 2 5 ^5 6^5
child f i interest
.
3. Aim as" la /2, eat Par- ( 25 2?
ther mo&fie« bf adspta- 1 25 50 >5 50 25©0
tios to locol appeals
and otnar attractive
approacn.33 for Che chilJ
.
4. Child as center - bat ( 5^ 1^
tefinite aims for societyj 50 100 10 2u 2000
aaalta; wortny home mem-
bership, atoi
5. "JhiLd as 03n^r - no re- ( 25
straings, teacher follows! 25 ?0
lota 1 era .its . 5^75
Although tie -vac not primarily an educator and hie services
wars mors in the nature of educating oudhc sentiment in fafor oi
trca scticol and organising the school system, he is evaluated on
tue basis o"" fine theories whi ^'<~ he aoeeptan and the practice
which he succeeded la getting the teachers in the state system
to carry ouo.
Chough he amoraeaa theories that left class fl behind, hi
oouli not " compie tely escj-ria from it, and so is given 5 Points in
fcaat 3 lass , ca accented the principle thai; auDjeot mapper must-
ue. modified to me it Sae naads or cae ohila, for waica is given full
cr-sJit,,- joints- under class #2.
,
In his foreign, travels in
which ft a stu'dier. toe cyst am of trie Berman scnool3 where Pestalossi'e
principles were baia;r oarriea out, h3 readily adopted ed uc r ) ti one?_
theories and out them inco nractics so -,tnat it seems omy fair co award
him ^0 orec1. icd undar olac-:
da was certainly deeply impresses' ,/ioh the importance of the
child hiujtidix t-nd pasdioi^ Cdi t, olad (-:ad to hia ui.uuo. ^ibo he
realized the Importance of moral training and training the child
for worthy n#moership in society. Be is, there lore, given 20
gredits, IJ for theory and iJ fur practice under elasa v 4«

Chapter vIJ,
Charles i/e2armo.
Charles DtSermo is one of the greatest of the educators,
who follow 3d .nora or lass olosaly the school of HerBarb. Ha
is like Harbart in his emphasis upon the naotsaity of a rich
intellectual content of education to be acquired by the child
in accordance with psychological laws, and by means of a care*
fully workod ou'; system of educational method. K3 has, however,
arrived at a more tenable functional psychology. Lika his
predecessor, he is a truly great educator who has made a
distinctive and valuable contribution So the Doctrine of
Interest
•
While recognizing the supreme importance of the child
ovjr pure snbjaot matter, he is firmly convinced that it must
be intall igen^ly utilized in the nourishment of the child's
mental life and development. Vie says. "New knowled&e must be
impartad. Old predicates must be supplied with new subjects
in which predicates are not already involved." ( 12, DaJarmo*
"Tha Ssaantiala of Method." p 36") Although the child upon
entering the school has already a fund of knowledge, it is oft3n
extremely limited as well as erroneous. It is t he function of
the school to correct and enlarge this knowledge.
tiis contention of the necessity of a rich consent of
knowledge reminds one of Herbart's insistence upon a many-
sided interest. Also, like derbart he insists upon the
imperative necessity of founding education upon psychology.
The child f s senses must not be neglected for they ara the
V3ry first source of information; they must, however, be
supplemented by the innor mental perceptions of the child.
He claims, therefore, that the starting point of
knowledge is the individual notion, "The main point in this
whole matter is that our knowledge starts with the individual
noti qxLl whether i, is of the things of sense, or their relations,
or of the concrete embodiment of any purely intellectual or
moral truth." ( Ibid p 17 ) Prom the individual, the mind of
the child advances to the general notion, of which the noun
is the expression, for by it the knowledge of one person is
conveyed to another. Noun3, however, :1 ifit'er : in extent and in
content, "Thus the term animal embraces a far greater number
of individuals than the term quadruped, but at the same time
there are fewer characteristics which are common jo all animals
than are common to all quadrupeds, ^ho term cat is less than
quadru.prJ in extant, but i3 richer in content. '( Ibid p 20)
it ij the function of education not only to widen extent, but
also to enrich content.
With regard to the general notion he says, "Man f S
intelligence sees i;he general in the particular ; it discerns
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t b.a common ohara«tarl8tioa necessary Ho trie notion of each
individual, and "by reflection forms a general conception.
Thi3 fact, as W3 shall see, has great significaroe in
•duoation, and must never "be forgottan.'H 11, Da Jarmo
,
"The 3ssentials of ilethod.^ p 2?) This general notion
applies not only to maGerial, bat also to intellectual
cb j eets.
The mind has specific laws of action which vitally
affeot tha adnoative process, very important among these
is trie law of apperception, 'Perception gives us the
individual notion, conception or reflsoti^n the general,
iiut to receive a new perception, or individual notion is
not nao«B8arily to understand it. Ihia new perception wust
enter into certain relations to ::nowledge already in the
possession of the mind "before it can ba assimilated or
and erst ooeU '{ lb id p l^)
Thus he concludes, r ' tfa may say then, in general, that
the amount of information conveyed by any given predication
depends upon tna wealtn. of content and the implied ureadth
of extent vhich tha predicate term has for the learner,
(ibid p Also, ''Apperception is the iubsumation, "nder a
prjdicate v/hich is more complete in content and extent , and
which is usually older and more familiar, ,T ( lb id p 26*)
Thus the law of apperception has various bearings up.n
the aducativa process. The new knowledge is not always
subsumed under the old;;rather does the reverse order some-
times hold* 'm general the older and broader predicates
give the main significance to the new subject, out the new
also gives added significance to iihat was formarly known, f
(ioid p 2^) iduoutional mathods must, therefore, take into
account this law of apperception if the pupil is to component
what is presented 66 him, as well aa ba interested in it.
Upon the basis of the psychological make-up of the child
the teacher most use the methods of: f (l) the proparati^n of
tha 2hild 's mind for a rapid and effective assimilation of new
knowledge, and (j) she presantation of the matter of instruction
in such order and manner aa will bast conduce to the most
effective assimilation." (Ibid p 3-) Preparation seeks to
recall former knowledga .7hich gitrea meaning to that which is
to be presented. If a lesson is to be assigned, tha proper
time for preparation is at the assi.mment, otherwise at the
beginning of the lesson.
Mr. Deiarmo enumerates, in accordance with his usual
habit of systematically working out methods, specific means of
preparation. It must include a clear and attractive statement
of th3 3nd to be attained in order to excite expectation and
stinuinte interest. The -knowledge to be presented o aould be

givgn in a clear and oonnaotei sequence because this Is in
accordance with the laws of the mind, -ha preparation and
tha new lesson should not be intermingled; otherwise confusion
and la ok of interest will result. It should "be compl3$e and
adequate so that tiresome explanations may not he needed
later. The best method Is a frea interchange of question end
answer between pupil and teaoher, as than the pupil's interest
is arousid.
Presentation is, of course, the important thing to which
preparation has been leading up for facts must be presented
to the child in a manner that will make them understood and
thus readily assimilated; This necessitates attention to what
Da .Tarmo calls the "law of successive clearness 1* . "The matter
of instruction must not be presented in the mass but in small
logically connected sections to each of which in succession
the pupil should jive his undivided attention. In this way, on3
by one individual notions ara clearly perciived." (12 Da/.armo,
'The Essentials of Method." p 41) Also. "The matter of instruc-
tion must, therefore, be presented in natural subdivisions
thu3 giving resting-places which allow the mind to recover
from its absorption in the individual and to fortify itself
against distraction by bringing its knowledge into wholes."
(Ibid p 4i ) The arrangement of the material in a natural
33ries i3 also a most important matter as thus the law of
association is observed, and the matarial more readily
remembered.
The individual and the general n )tion are Doth very
important in his conception of educational method, 'if the
drawing out process means anything it means tha passing
from the particular to tha general, the transition through
refl action fro a individual to general notions. If pupils
perform this transition but imperfectly, however, they become
lost in the Individ ual . *{ Ibid p 4$)
The individual notion is tha basis of education, it
must be 30 treated as to lead to the general notion which is
on 3 or the qu3sts of knowledge. He says, 'The necessity of
proceeding from the individual through reflection to the
by th3 greet thinkers," (Ibid p 49)
Wow, in ord jr to proceed from the indi vidual to the
general notion there #ust be tome common element which
unites the two. This he illustrates by the sylbgism, 'When
the process of apperception is analysed, we find that it
begins with a tentative identification of the new object of
perception with some well known object, through the mediation
of the second figure of the syllogism; and that this first
identification is verified or rejected by mean3 of the first
figure . " ( Ibid p 55 ) He thus maintains, "if the present view is
correct, there must be constant progress from the individual to
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the general at all stages of school life. Ther : must also
be a constant progress in the character of the general,
from those primary stages «... up to the complete,
ecientifioally perfect general notion." ( 12 De ;iarmo , "The
Essentials of method." p 59)
The eduoative process must not, however, stop with
the passage from the individual to the general notinn, but
must learn how to again return to the individual notion for
"It is th9 custom of our times largely to neglect the
application of that which is learned; consequently the ever-
repeated complaint that though our youth indeed know a great
deal thay can d_o but little, they possess indeed knowledge
but little capacity end readiness to act, and upon^leaving
school the knowledge largely disappears," (Ibid p 67)
Therefore, only by the ability to pass as freely from
the general to the individual as the opposite is education
linked up with real life and the ability to solve its
problems. "It la needful to practice a wide application of
genera 1 1 ruths on account of the bearing of such practice
upon ali the affairs of life. The mind must be trained to
distinguish the essential from the non-essential, the valid
from the accidental or false at all times and under all
circumstances. (Ibid p 69)
This return from the general to the individual notion
is also valuaole because it coordinates knowladge." To a
greater or less degree all knowledge is related, all
visdom has a bearing upon every ^re^t Enterprise of life*
To bring the mind to th: consciousness of this unity of
knTvledge is one of the great functions of the 3chool"(Ibid p71)
With regard so DeJarmo's conception of education as a means
of feeding and deviloping the child's present or adult life it
is rathar difficult to judge. .Since in his treatment of the
transition fro .1^ he general to the individual notion he stresses
the importance of ap.licatijn of what has been learned, it would
seem that tie beld that education must accord with the child's
present stage of development. It L-eem3 probable that he
believes that education is only possible when it in suited to
the child's age and progress, and that it will through
ministering to present needs prepare him for adult life.
That Charles Delarmo made unique and very real contributions
to the Doo trine of Interest must certainly be seen £?Yen from
the above brief resume of his outstanding educational conceptions.
Like his great master, Herbart, as veil as his more remote
predecessor Pestalo z^i , he insisted upon the necessity of
basing educational methods upon a well thought out psychology.
»«ith Pestulozzi he recognized that the senses have a very real
function to perform in education, but he made them merely the
starting point, Perception was coruerned not only with sense
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objects, "but also with ide :s. That these ideas be clear out and
rich in content he insisted as had Berbart before him, for they
were the tools of knowledge. Perception must, however, be
followed by reflection and reasoning; new ideas mast be
presented in accordance with the law of apperception, -he
laws of association mast be regarded and ideas presented in
such a way as to enuole them to function properly to the end
that retention in memory would be insured.
Ideas must also be presented in accordance with the
principle of the unity of knowledge so that a well knit body
of knowledge mi&ht be the result. Thus to the child was to
oe imparted ideas which he could assimilate, reflect an, and
build into a useful system of knowledge which should equip
aim for a useful and satisfying life.
Upon the foundation of this psychology De Jarmo constructed
his educational methods with great precision and educational
insight. Nothing was left to chance, a careful method for
the preparation of the mind and the presentatinn of ideas was
worked out in ways already outlined.
Along with most of the other great educators, Beflarmo
beiiftttsa that oharaeter is the end of education, lie says that
"All ethical instruction should proceed from individual cases
of action involving noral content. f (li Deiarmo "The Essentials
of Method.'1 p 65)
De*armo would make Jimmie the object of most intense and
accurate 3tudy; he would consider him of absolute superior
iToortanoe to any kind of subject matter. Jimmie would not
be presented with a heterogenous mass of lessons,- spelling,
history, arithmetic, geography, reading, writing, and so on,
and be watched with an eagle eye to see that he did not wiggle
aw3y from them or spend his youthful energy in whispering to
his neighbor.
Rather the laws of his mental life would be carefully
studied and only that subject matter presented to him which
he could assimilate at his age and stage of development, and
which would build up the body of knowledge which would be
useful to him in the present as well a3 in the future.
Sduafetional met lods w ould
,
moreover, be followed in the
presentation of these ideas which would enlist the /'hole
hearted interest and attention of Jimmie, leaving him no
time or inclination to look out of the window or long for the
closing bell^but actively engage him in acquiring a knowledge
which he recognized to be worth while and really Valuable to
him.
because DeJarmo worked out his theory with such constant
attention to practice, both his theory and practice will
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receive 3^a.al credit In tne fol] owm;; rating:
I.
Jiieory co valuu
iT^uiOJ Point
1. Subject aatiar as center
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tie leaves clashes $1 and ^ 2 completely behind and advances
3oIidiy bo elas.i foaaft 7/-4« In fact tie builds up a uore dolid
and unassailable view point of adapting subject taatber to the
needs of bhe child than any predecessor, aid psychology is far
sounder and in iiue with jhe besb modern knowledge than that of
any preceding educator, ae id, therefore, - iven full credit
under class </3«
JMot only :o, but he is also really comiittod to tha view
point oi the child _3 the center. To him, however, s-jD;ect matter
id tQ3 food which nourishes the child, bat it mast be presented
according to the best laws of psychology in order that the child
Bay be able to d i^e: nd assimilate it. Be is, therefore, given
a credit of 5^ points ander olas : ^4*
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Chapter VIII.
Francis liayland Parker,
prom the standpoint of his own personality as well as of his
educational achievements Prancis wayland Parker is an extremely
faseinating figure. He, like Frosbel dad a misunderstood ana
diffiou.it childhood, let neither of these great men was embittered
or thwarted in their great work of emancipating children from a
wrong and futile system of education. -Ur Parker dearly loved
children. "Children were neither rich nor poor, neither high nor
low, they were all children alike to him. Site leaven that has
leaven3d the whole lump of the educational systems of bhe world is
the care now bescowed upon childhood. **. # "It was genuine affection
rathsr than philosophy which stirred him to s end the children into
the fields and woods to live with nc.ture, thereby inspiring them
with a love for her, and infusing .hem with a spirit of freedom.
It was love back of reason that led him to provide the children
with wholesome and hapoy industry. " { 33 "Colons! Eranois .'/, _ rler"
Proceedings of the N, J. A, p 4^4^
He saw the jjreat possibilities of the ohild. "I purposed to
carry out the plan that the groat secret of human growth was to
.grouse the spiritual and higher in the huiftam "being, to drop all
extarnal incentives to selfishness, leave out ambition and emulation
and all unnatural competition and feed the child with mental and
moral nouriofyrmnt . juako it love the work and love to help others
for the sake of the work." I 31, "oonool Days in the Fifties with
Autobiographic ?.l oke$oh of Francis Vayland Parker." p 134)
Colonel Parker also had a keen understanding fif the importance
of the individuality of each child. "It (the new education) believes
thai; the child thus trained for character e nd such ability as belongs
to io, vill in the end be a far more valua le membor of society than
if molded into the imitation of any other man or fasfron^d to a
machine for any special work." ( 30 Mayo, "2he New Education and
Colonel Parker, p 14) Perhaps this point of view arose from his own
experience on th3 i arm where he took advantage of the oxrportunity for
self education. He says, "I knew every tree on the farm, end the
grasses and flowers and Derries. .... I studied them in a spontaneous
way, all the buttjrflies, and insects and animals, and I also
studied what little mineralogy there was, T ( Ibid. pp 113,114)
Thus he hold that the aim of education was not the acquisition
of subject matter, but the attainment of true knowledge. He believed
that the ching taught is of less importance than the spirit and the
method in which it is taught, the object being not to cram the mind
with knowledge, but to implant the lovy of "cruth, and to train the
facultias to find it by vital contact .vith nature
,
humanity, literature
end life* He threw off the yoke of subject matter and insisted upon
investing dead symbols with living content.
His c-jnc3ption of the necessity of a living subject matter is
given in his own words, "I felt that there was only one study in
the world, and that is the study of life, and all studies center in
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that, -the study of the laws of life The function of the human
being Is to take the truth that cones in from all the rniver3e .and
give It back being created and ever creative. • The supreme joy
of d sing is to take in this life and give it out to o:hers. ?' (31,
Sriffin, "School Days in the Fifties with Autobiographical Sketch
of jjTancis Wayland Parker." p 135)
He, therefore, became the champion of new me thods of teaching.
He was 3ver recognizing and inspiring originality of method in
teachers. 3ven when thai? innovations were crude he would say ;T Go
ahead and work i. out; now it is crude, out something good will
come of it i am sure. We will s ;:ick together and remember if they
go after you they must take me first." ( 33 Jaokman "Colonel
Francis W. Parker, Proceedings of the H. IS. A, 1902 p 403)
methods of teaching the school subjects advocate! by him are
explain. d in the following gpiot ations, 'Spelling was learned by
children in the same way tha; the hu$an race learns to talk, by
writing correctly and continuously. Language was learned as it
always must be learned by using it correctly. Technical rules came
in where needed. C 34 "frr.ncis Wayland Parker an rl His Work for
Education." Beport 0:: the committee of Education for 1^02, p 241)
*HSf first experience of taa genuine spontaneous attention was
the sight of the first class at work with saw and plane. Boys and
girls have worked together from the first to learn, and it would
ue difficult to say which have ione the best work. f, ( Ibid p 255)
He holds that by manual Graining muscles have be.n developer's and
coordinated, nerves steadied, minds disciplined, and hearts made
happy through the feeling of usefulness.
In nature study it was discovered that mere laboratory work
was not close enough to nature for the children to get a real
nature education. Jxcu^s ions were therefore made with their abundant
opportunity for observation. The child was brought into loving contact
with nature.
In geography he held that no text book could take the place of
actual objects. 'We found marks of creation everywhere Why
should children wait for the last steps of their education before
coming into contact with tha richness and beauty of ^od's open book?"
(Ibid p 256)
He believed that reading and number 3hould be taught when use
demanded. 'He rejected the idea that a set vocabulary must be
acquired before reading begins. Also the notion that there must be
the usual ropy book train'.n^ in the drawing of letters before the
pupil could be allowed to write. Clbid p 235)
He recognized the importance of the study of man and his
activities, ^nd bald that the child should be allowed to study
manufacturing plants so that he might come back to the sohool ready
to study the history of industry. He could then appreciate the work
of the great inventors, children should thus know something of the
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world in which they live.
Daring his trip abroad ha studied Froebel, and accepted
his principle of self activity, as wall as of tha socialisation
of school work, ua reoogniaed that any school aativitity in
which pupils and teachers alike angagel was a training in social
living. Ha held that tha school that was ideal was an idaal
community. "tfa found that tha feeling of responsibility, tha
dignicy of belonging to a community, the desire to be personally
recognizad as of soma usa and even importance, wore profound and
controlling ethical stimuli for all grades of children from the
kindergarten t o tha higher school, ( 34. "Francis Wayland Parker
-^nd tiis V/ork for Education." Report of the Committee of Education
for 1902, p 153)
As might be expected, Mas Parker sacurad school discipline
by love, liven in the early days when he had not worked out his
aims he says, !, I had a way of governing by getting the good
will of my pupils, I seldom punished," T 3^ Griffin "bchool
Days in fc be fifties with Autobiographical Sketch of Francis
Payland Parker," p lac)
it is not hard to believe that this pioneer educator
arrived at the conception that it is tha function of the school
to aducata tha child in accordance with hie present needs and
interests. «ir. i^ayo says that ha held that it .?as the function
of instruction to adapt itself to the child's needs, parker-«s
educational conception 'insists on skilled supertision and in-
struction, working with all the freelora possible in this task
of development , free to adopt, to change, to revise mathods of
instruction with growing experience, and bound Dy no vows of
obedience to any philosophy which does not ka ep open doors and
windows for new revelations out of ^he wonderland of childhood."
I 30 iilayo, 'The £now licucation and 'jolonel Parker." p 14)
Again in enunciating his theory of correlation he also
aaip-iaeizes the cmtrai place of tha child's present needs,
Through a careful and judicious selecti )B of the mental nourish-
ment actually needed by tha pupil at a givent ine , he believed
that tha separate subjects of study, so oalled, would prove
organically related, and also that a just recognition of their
natural interrelationships would lead to a great economy of
effort, and to an immense saving of time on tha program." ( 31
iriffin, "cJchoDl Days in the .fifties with Autobiographical Sketch
of Francis Wayland Parker," p 135)
tie often stresses tha importance of the interrelation of
all branches of knowledge, "All forms of expression, and all tha
so-ca±led branches, when sjen under the light of the one central
thought of unity are all one, and one cannot be known alone, and
if all is known each study is only known as it is known in its
rel?<tion So the great center, to the unit," (ibid p I35)
This conception seems to align him with derbart, tut he
expressly repudiated this classification. His .theory of
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eoneentratiOB also differed widely from that of &il er and Haine,
there D3in.^ no single center of studies { the canter which he
consistently adopted was the child. .Because of his empirical method
he may "be said to be a follower of the great Pestaloizi; he constantly
tri:d to adapt education to the child rather than the reverse. Be #
however, advanced much farther than restalozzi*
S'rotn this brief review his oontribut ions to the doctrine of
interest are seen to be outstanding. Ha -/as not only warmly attached
to the interests of the child, but his personality was also fresh,
vivid, and opoos id to dead conventionality. He threw himself into
his teaching with a real passion, "i can say that all my life I
have had a perfect pas: ion for teaching schd>ol, and I never wavered
in it in my life, and never desired to change. I love to see
things ^row, and if i could tell any secret of my life, it is the
intense desire to see ^rovth and improvement in human bsinjs.'' \ 31
v>riiii.i, ;l iichojl Days in the fifties with autobiographical. Sketch
of Francis waylan^ barker. ' p 133
)
Of the Quinsy effort he -states, "There never was a Quincy
method 6r 2 ^uinoy system unless we a^ree go call the ^uincy method
a spirit of study, and the iuincy system one of everlasting chanjeo"
( 34 "francls tfujiand £e.rker and His Work for Jducrti^n, "Report of
uommittee of iducati >n for 190^, P ?40)
fie was const, ntly flying his teachers with such questions as
" 'Is it iu -ntity or quail by you ar? after? 1 'Are you trying t o cover
ground or develop chf.rsoter'r ' 'What have you to think anout except
ths present needs of the ^rowin.T child?' ' { ibid p 236)
Thus tne uni'iuene3j of his school system appeared in his apparent
lack of system, xeaohers worked originally oon3tantly endeavoring to
find the best. Pupils promoted chemselves, there b o in,* no system of
marks, the child's own work detjrminin^ their advanoeo It is thus
no marvai that She following t ribute is paid to bis memory* "To him
more tlian to any other man Is due the fact that rhe schools of the
whole country have been d ocrystdli zed and imbued with sweeter and
higher ideals, and therefore raised to a higher standard of efficiency
and accompli . ,nt, " (3- Pit zp trick, 'Francis V/ayland I-arker,"
Educational Review of June 1902, p ? r7 .)
He was not, however, conscious of rendering any unique educational
service. 'I never thoujht for an instant that I was 30int°; to do any-
thing suparior to anything else that h?>d been done in the schools; 1
simply wanted to carry out; my plans. «... 1 knew from what I had read
and from what 1 had se.n that reading and writing and numbers could
be taujht in abbetter way than the old fashioned way. n 13- Griffin,
'ochool Luy.j in the fifties with u g 0b i 0jra phic&1 Sketch cf Francis
»>ayland barker, " p I3D ffhen, however, such original school methods
ar00.9 ad oposition, he went abroad to suudy in the University of
Berlin, and to visit che schools in Holland, o./itzerland
,
Italy and
Franca
1 1
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Hie Services in jha soe ialiaation of the school have al ready
been referred to. 7/hen ha took a notoriously bare! school in
southern Illinois, he a ys, "1 told them that my idea of a good school
was to have a first elaas time, and that in order to have a good
tine they must all take hold and work fcogethar»"( 3 1 Sriffin* "School
Days in the ^iities with Autobiographical Sketch of i'r;'.nci3 Wayl&nd
Parker, - p 121
)
His position is mora clearly stated in the following quotation.
"The social factor in the school is the grea ast factor of all; it
stands higher than subjects of le r rning, than net hods of teaching,
than the teacher himself. That which children learn from each other
in play or work , though the work "be drudgery is the highest that is
aver laarn.d. (|4. '-'r^ncis Wayland Barker and His Work for iiducation"
Report of Commit; fee 3 of iiducat ion for 1 3O2, p 233)
da was e champion of democracy and its educational principles,
dance tha child ijust "be self governed. This position brought r<;on
Lira darision, yet he did not surrender it. de impressed upon aach
child his raspons ibility toward tha school.
The conception of tha relationship between the child and lifa
has already bee/, stressed. He uried to establish in school tha
normal rilations under r? hj ch people live, agnca his earnest endeavor
to identify the work of the school with the interest of the home. Ha
tried to bring into use all that the pupils had ever learned in school,
city, or farm.
In the training of teachers he rmderod great survi:; j. 'l began
the Normal -School and tha plan of training teachers by practice work.
I had one teacher in euch room, and then took the pupils ::rom tha
High School and trained them to teach, (.$1 Sriffin, 'school Days in
the fifties with Autobiogra ohical 3ketch of ^rancis l/ayland p-trke r. !T
pi 2§)
Under tux Parker and his methods Jim .lie would have a happy sense of
being understood. Lessons would not be imposed upon him regardless
of his abilities or interests; ra.her ha and his possible development
would be the criteria by which subject matter would be judged. He
would not hava a teacher who was by profession a tailor or church
saxton, and incidentally a teacher, but one who devoted his lifa
and the best power: of his int^lie^t to learn through the study of
Jim ie .nd his needs as wall as of the best educators, how he should
be taught.
The school subjects would not ba taught predominantly by the
old drill method--thireby runaing Uhe risk of winning only h If of
Jimmie'3 attention, tha rest being, perhaps, devoted towriting notac
to his chums or planning what he would do vhen he got outside tha
school door, -but by the methods discussed above. The teacher would
not rely upon tha rod or sarcastic words and public humiliatio n to
keep Jim.iie in order, but upon securing his whole hearted attention
so that there would be none laft for objectionable e.xtra-curriculum
activities. UX iark^r himself, raoraovo t , would be able to secu. a
Jimmia 1 ho nasi, liking and good will.
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In short, una ar Colonel Parker all of Jinimie's interests tna
capacities would be completely enlisted "by a teacher who was con-
stantly studying him i v6 his present as wel_. as future life needs
one! ever adapting her subject matter and methods to him in orr*-:r
to help him to take his place amon^ his rello-.vs ? no render the Trery
best contrioutioa of whieh he was carf'ule.
*Hth reference to the scale, Oolouol Parker is emulated as
fol iows :
-
I. II. III. Iv.
I'heory & Value of Proportion Product of
Practice. Point Falling at II X III,
Shis Point.
oubjeco matter as censer \ 5
logical, complete uevel- ( 5
o^menc, Oniid not in 01c-
ture at alii Pixed course
of study.
10
^, jutject matter the aim k 11
but modified to suit i_JL2
child 's interest.
3. Aim as in #2, but fur- { 25
ther modified by ^dapta- ( Vy
tion to local appeals
and Ouher aotrMc;tive
approaches for the child.
4. ohild ;.q canuer - but v 50
definite aims or societ y 50
healt 6, worth;/ ho$e mem-
berhhip, etc.
5» Child 12 s center - no re- ( 25
straints, te r cher f ollows( 25
Total credit, 6"750
dis rating is predominantly und:r class ^-4 beer use of the
groat enthusiasm with which he espoused the cause of the child
as tne center of tne educational program; tne child at; a social
ueln.fT who 10 one soaooi, as ./eix as iu life developed best in
coo pore c i on vita i:id fellows. passion was to educate uiie
child in accordance with aid pr^oeuj life ijeddy ; and co prepare for
adult life by fully aqiuppia^ the child to meet iiiru at the lev3l
wh ich he h id Stained,
He did not spurn ouib jeoi, m&tjer in anything the fashion Sua
i
Aousseuu did, rather he suuord maoe d ii almost completely go tine
child. Pecuuae of \ ouentian to the adaptation of suujeoi; matter
to the needs of tne cnild a few joints, x5» ar* given under elass ;r ^%
illso . oec; use he occasi >nally teems to conceive 01" t he ua-
restraineM chiin as being the sole center of education, iu uoints
'jra j;iven him under class /7--5» In the main however, both his
educational theory and practice, though oritrinfil and preflrreseive i
are nred ommantly s>jne nnr) well balanced.
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Chapter XX«
John Dewey*
irobably the best known and most videly influential present day
champion of i 13 child and his supreme importe.no 3 in the field of
dduoati zn is John Daw3y. His brilliant mind leading him to success-
fully grapple with philoso hy and psychology and their problems,
couplai with his extreinaly practical bent causing him to t est his
theories in actual practice make him a commanding figure. Though
neither his philosophical nor his educational conceptions are
universally, ^nd completely accepted, they demand the most careful
study.
He condemns the old type of education because of its massing
of children toother, its passivity, and its uniformity of curriculum
and method* ''It may be summed up by saying the center of gravity
is outside the child. • *.. On that basis there is not much to be
said about the life of the child. ,T (7 Dewey, "Tho school ana Society9
p 51) Ha holds that there are three things about the old-fashioned
schools which must be changed: 1. subject matter, 2, the way the
teacher handles it, 3» the way tha pupils handla it» He emphasizes
the position of the child in modern education, "ilow the change which
is coming into our education is the shifting of the center of gravity*
It is a change _nd revolution not unlike that introduced by Copernicus
when tha astronomical center shifted from the earth to the sun. In
this case the child becomes the center about which the appliances of
•dueat inn revolve; he is the center -.bout which they are organized.
I Ibid p 51
)
Education, he maintains, must change because 1 social conditinns
ore changing* formerly the child jot training in his home where he
worked with his parents as well as in the smaller simpler community,
which he no longer receives, -it the present time there are new
problems which d'emind a readjustment of education. Ihey are: the neo«.j }
ssity for individual earning of a living, the widened social
influence of the work of aach individual, industrial mo .aiods which
depend upon the knowledge of statural and social science.
fldusational readjustment therefore demands not more information,
but rather the formation of attitudes eii d interests, a&d a vital
con action between the school nd life activities* .because these
needs ara not mat, .^r Daw3y oritioiaas the present system of education.
ff it i3 our present jducation which is highly specialized, one-sided,
and narrow. It is an education dominated almost entirely by the
medieval oonoaption of learning. It is something Which appeals for
the most part simply to the intellectual aspect of our naturos 1...
not to our impulses, and t endencies to make, to do*, to create, to
produce whether in the form 0^ utility or of art* "(Ibid p 4.1)
Subject matter is of saluo only as it ministers to the needs of
the child; it must ba oonneoted with his existing capabilities in such
a way as to produce aotiva response. Its function is to supply the
proper environment which will stimul .ta the child. There is a danger,
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therefore, thet it will lose eo'i estion wltb the child's life ana"
be an end rather than a means; also thot it bs nechanieal _y l3anned
so that it will not enter into the life of the child.
Only an education that appeals to th3 interest of the child
can be affective, ' f lf 773 were to conceive oar educat ional end and
aim in a less exclusive way, if we were to introduce into the
educational process tha activities which appeal to those whose
dominant interest is to io and to make, we should find the hold of
the school upon its members to be more vita.1, more prolonged,
containing more culture. ' ( 7 -Sewey, ''The ochool and society." p 43)
The psychological nature of interest insures its effectiveness,
for it is dynamic, it is objective, ^nd it is personal.
In his home tha child engages in activities which are meaningful
to him; therefore education must take its cue from these activities.
"The ^ehool does systematically and in a large, intelligent, end
competent way what for various reasons can b3 done in most households
only in a comparatively meagre and haphazard manner.'' ( Ibid p 52)
It is the business of the echool to organize aro ad the activities
of the child. '^The question of education is the question of taking
tnld of his activities, of giving them direction. Through direction,
through organized una thsy attain to valuable results instead of
scattering or being left; .to merely impulsive d irecti >n. ir tlbid pp 53»54)
In order to empirically test his theories, Dr. Dewey established
an experimental school in connection with the university. There he
set himself to solve such problems as the following: ''What can be done,
end hov can it be done to bring the school into closer relationship
with the home? (Ibid p llu) "dow can instruction in these formal
symbolic branches,- the mastering of the ability go read, write, and
use figures intelligently ,£ be carried on with every day occupations
a.s their background, nd in definite relation to other studies of
more inherent content, md be carried on in such a way that the child
shall feel their necessity through their connection with subjects
which appeal to him on their own account? (ibid p lie*)
The means as 3d to answer these questions wore,- shop work with
wood and tools, cooking, and 7ork with textiles,- saving and weaving,
lie says, ;'The ohild gets the largest part of his acquisitions through
his bodily activities until he learns to vork systematically with
the intellect." ubid p 121)
The activities of the school were chosen on the following basis:
'Because they represent soms of the most important activities of the
every day outside world,- the question of living under shelter, of
daily food and clothing, of the home, and of exchi-nge of goods. 0
(ibid p 122)
Dr. Dewey, no I33S than Herbart and De Jarmo recognize e the
importance of an adequate educational psychology. He sayd, "All
conduct Springs ultimately and radical y out of native .'.njtincts
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ana iapalaea. je must know what thes. inotincts and impulses are,
and what thay ara at each particular stage of the child's development
in order to know what to appeal to and what to build upon* . ... Y/a
must stud:/ 'aha child, in other words to get our indications, our
symptoms, our su jjea bi ons« 8 (o Dewey "iioral Principles in
Bd ueation^pp 47 * 48
)
Ha recognizes the neoesjity of knowing the psychological
implications of the school subjects as geography, history, and so
on. It is especially essential to racognize the psychological
basis of moral education, "we need to sae that more 1 principles
ara not arbitrary that they ara not • transcendental 1 ; that the
term fmoral » does not designate a special ragion or portion of life,
tfe n3ad to translate the moral into the conditions and forces of our
commuaity life, -nd into the impulses and haoius of the individual."
(Ibid p 58I
Thoujh his method differs so videly from that of Harbart, he
recognizes with him the necessity of many-sided interest leaning to
a rich life. "A barren course of study, that is to say a meagre <. nd
narrow field of school activitias, cannot posaibly lend itself to
th3 deya lopment of a vit:.l social spirit or to methods that appeal
to sympathy and cooperation instead of to absorption, exclusiveness
,
and oompe tit ion. "( Ibid p 31
)
He measures subject mat .er by its ability to fit the child for
complete social living. Also he recognizes the moral implications
of subjact mat cer and the manner of its presentation "uhen a study is
taught as a mode of und arstand lag social life, it has positive
ethical import. Jhab --he normal child continuously needs is not so
much isolated moral lessons upon the importance of truthfulness
,
honesty, .... as the formation of habits of soeial imagination
and conception." (ibid p 40)
Ha, however, objects to "che usual distinction between moral
id3:s and sc-callad secular ideas. Mloral ideas are ideas of any
sort whatsoever which take affect in conduct and Improve it. . ...
.There is nothinj in the nature of ideas abo
a
t honesty or purity or
kindness which automatically transmutes such 14182 a into good
character or jood conduct." (Ibid p l)
Moral ideas cannot La isolated in the conscious life of the
child. The child is an organio whole, intellectually
,
socially,
and morally as wjI.l is physically. Je must take the child as a
member of society in the broadest sense and demand for and from the
schools whatever is necessary to enable the child intelligently to
raeogniz3 all his social rel. ti :ns and take his part in sustaining
them. " (Ibid p ? o,S! )
Dr. Dewey maintains that real effectual moral training is a*: van
by t he school community which ha advocates, 'iloreover the society
of which the child is to be a member is, in the United otates a
flemoeratio a.nd proa;res:iva dooiety. The child must be aducat6a for
leadership as well as for obedience. "(Ibid p lu)

It is impossible for Dewey to tnink of education apart from
lif 3; it ie ell oca with the Ufa process. &e saya "Baaoation is
all one wit h growing; Lt has no and beyond itS3lf. She criterion
of the valus of school eauoation is the extent to which it ere at s
a desire for continued growth and supplies the means for making
the desire effective in fact. '(9 Dewey rfBemoerad|i and Education p 62)
Again, Education is that reconstruction or reorganisation of
3x;;rienoe which adds to the meaning of experience and which
increases ability to direct the course of subsequent experience . ''
tlbid pp 39, yO) 3?hs result of education is the capacity for further
a ducat I en.
Over and over again he emphasises bhis principle of growth;
he does not, however, conceive of it as merely an inner striving
toward a distant goal, but as inherent in the life process which
is the bhing of supreme Imp or trends. "Life is the great thing after
all; the life of the child at its time and in its aeasure, no
lass than th: life of the adult. Strange would it be indeed if
intelligent and serious attention to what the child now needs and
is aapable of in the way of a rich, valuable, and expanded life
ihould somehow conflict with the needs and possibilities of later
adult life.' T ^7 Dew ay, 'The Jcho j! and Soaiety ,< p 71)
i'iius he counsels ca b -he child be taught what is of use to
hhm as a child, for that will t axe all his time. ]?he real teachers
are experience and emotion; the child should remain in complete
ignorance of things ueyond his grasp.
Because the traditional education does not meet this .test he
criticizes it. d3 maintains that erjphosis upon preparation for a
remcte future is all wrong. Who can reckon up the loss of moral
power that irises from the constant impression that nothing is worth
doing in it3elf, but only as a preparation for something else, ivhich
in turn is 0 :ly a getting re a 37 for some genuinely serious end
beyond." (5 Dewey '^oral Principles in Jducutionl" pp 2*5*26}
Yet one child will himself aviflenos a interest in his own
future, and delight in imitating the activity of adults in his
play life, iuch activity is entirely legitimate, for it gives
him real training in social and useful eut arrises in whiea he is
genuinely interested. Thus he would not neglect adult activities,
for they are actually connected with the child's life and interest*
tie ia$», -a. solid &ttght to have the 3ams motives for doing right
and to be judged by the same standards in the soaool as the adult in
the wider social life to which he eel ongs« ( Ibid p If)
Dewey clearly offers some of the richest oontribu ions to tue
doctrine of interest. Vitality and life pulsate through all his
educational theory and practice, tie is, moreover, very consistent
in his educational views. unlike the gre i, t Houssemi who could
rise occasionally to heights of educational vision but 7/a.s entirely
unable to hold to any on3 point of 7iew much less tie his theory up
to a .Torxaoie practice, Pewey is an educational seer capable of
receiving exalted visions, but also a thorough going t hinxer able
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to ma inta in one point of view and to work It out into a careful
and well ftrvelopad practice. Ea consistently aasalts t ha lifa
and Interest of tha child above dead subject matter. Xn fact
tie has 2 perfect .vis si on for life and g rowth; they ire the conditions
of the mental and moral well being of the oh.il d « Easy urge him on
to tha realization of his highest s.nd bast possibilities. Ibus
anything that would stifle or impede lifa and growth is to Dewey
anathema* for this re -son ha reacts against tha formal type of
•duo ation which would repress the vital expanding powers c " the
child and clamp flown upon him a stiff school refine of unquestioning
obadienca and docile absorption of a subject matter selected by
an old er generation intiraly unacquainted with the lifa ..nd
interests of tha ehdld
.
iiduc-ition, moreover, must not be alienated from the present
throbbing and real intsiests of the child, lather the educator
should study the activities of the child in his own home and from
them take bis cue. Sot indeed copying them slavishly out
comprehending their principles and providing the child with
activities which do not violate those principles, ae says, ' T 'jJhe
first years of learning proceed rapidly before the children go to
school, because that learning is so closely related with the
motive* that are famished by their own cowers and the needs that
are dictated by their own 3onditions#
dis child is, moreover, a social be ing who has Lis place in
society right now, and in its attendant interests and responsi-
bilities; educ>. iion must recognize these facts and work out
subject matter and methods accordingly.
2 he iimorican child is placed in a society which is a
Samoaracy : nd for that reason must be fitted to participate in
tuch a form 0^ government, fhus his freedom and iniativa must
be developed in the school.
oleirly sees, as did js'roebai, that the ohild is an active
feeing, and whila departing from Froabal 's symbolical teaching which
arcs: from an idealistic philoso ohy, he~provides for the
fttillfcation and training of the child's activity, iie emphasizes
manual tr c inin 5 saving , "Manual t raining is more than manual, it
is mora than intel la ctual , in tha hand of any good ta&cher it
l3nds itself jasilj «... to the '"eiolooment of social habits, 1'
(6* Dawey, "Llor-al .frinciplis in :>ducati m, :T p lu) Be also holds
that it is valuable because of its social Significance for it
represents activities by which community life is kept going. In
this connection he scores the ordinary schools saying th. t they
can
-
ot provide an opportunity for cooperative effort toward a
com.ion lira and so cannot train for social living.
Play is another means of encouraging self activity in the
child. It is the function of the school be provide for plaj
that frill further tha acquisition of valuable k owledge and
skills, and coll forth the right attitudes.
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Dewey abhors any educational tneory 02 practice which tends
to become formal and tnus to stifle life and growth. do , therefore
,
uses the empirical inethou in his educational theories and practice.
In this he follows trie threat #estaIozzi, but lor his oomi of
departure ne has a mu.cn sounder educational psychology as well as
educational luetnod. Yet who shall say otiat future educators will
not depart from nis theories as markedly as ne has from restalozzi »s|
Indeed, in view 01 his passion for life anri growth, he would propably
desire that tney should.
under Dewey Jimmie v/oalu surely reel that he had oome inco
his own. Eeleased from a dull, lifeless discipline which dogged
his every step in scnool, ne would n^ve a chance to show what ne
truly was so that tno teacher might fit her methods to him rather
than the reverse. do would not oe marcned into a line ? na treated
as a mere ouject to oe disposed of, rather than as an individual.
Also, uh joyJ he would not he compelled to sit still at his ' esk
porina: ovs a book from which a lesson had been assigned. Rather
he woikld be encouraged to initiate some project as the making of
a cart which he wanted to use when he sold nrpers. tie would then
have to blan the -project carefully, asking advise of the teacher
as ha ne3ded it, carrying it out himself, again a3kin.? the te r cher f s
assistance when it was necessary, and finally deciding whether he
had done a good job in making the cart, and how ho could no it
better next time.
de would also participate in projects whicn affected his school
fallows as weij. as Himself, ao nis part in planning ana executing
a public program or some other mutually desirable and beneficial
activity. In all tbese projects ne would not be allowed uo ao
simply as he pleased; tne oe?.cnt.r wouio judge whether or not he hi 0
chosen activities which would really oanefio him. ^iso it would oe
understood that ne must oooporate with other members of tho school
in mutually frorth while actxvitj.es.
dies moral development would not bo neglected. 3?he best in
architecture, music, sculpture, and pictures would be t coessible
to him. Moreover his training in ability to discriminate between
what W33 truly wort hf ul would be constantly going on. His emotional
and volitional expressions would not be overlooked, and the teacher
would encourage tnese rasp >nse3 in all his ^ctivitieF. de would be
putting forth every effort to accomplish pu: poses which did not
conflict with those of his fellows, j>nd which he recognized as loading
to ends worthful to him at his age ani stage of development.
^cco^ding to the scale, Lev/ay is classified a follows:-
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J.. II. III. IV.
Jaoor,/ & tfalua of Proportion Froiaot of
Practice. Point. Falling at II a ill.
Ehis Point.
1. .iu^ject mcttar as center { 5
logical, com^lejc dovel- J J 10
opment. Ohiltl not in pic-
ture at all. ^ixai course
of scudy.
ouhjeet matter the aim ( 12
hut rl10 -lifted to suit ( 13 25
child T e interest.
3-. lira as in #2, bat fur- ^ ^5
ther modified "by id? pta- 1 2^ 50
tion to local appeals
and othe 7" attractive
approaches for the child.
4. Child a n center, "but ( 50 50
itfinite aims for society ( 50 100 50 100 10,000
health, worthy horne nein-
oership, etc.
5. uhild as center, - no re- ( 25
strains**, teacher follows. ( 25 5^ „
Total or3dit. 10,000
it is quite apparent that ho deo^rts almost completely
from classes jpl, fd\ and ^3, maintaining quite consistently in
00 ch theory and practice the oniid centered program of education,
tie n>'U unusui I opportunities to carry his theories into practice
through the nractice schools which he established
,
therefore, he
is ?iven fall credit under class ^4, 10') points.
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0barter
Other i&oclern Sduoators*
James B% tiosic, and Sara K. Chase.
llthough John Dewey is probably the most outstanding of the
modern educators, and his contributions to the doctrine of interest
the most influential, there are yet a not inoons id a rab la number
of others whose services are neither insignificant nor lacking
in real constructive value. . They will, therefore, be treated"
more briefly than the educators already .studied, in order that
their unique a.ignificanea and value in an aduc-xti jnal system that
places the child in the positi >n of most importance may be
discovered
.
James ? # Hosio, and 3ara S. Chase have stated their position
in uheir book, ''A .orief Juide to the .Project Hotbed.''* They, of
course, reject the pure subject matter as well as the functional
subject matter view points and hold that the child his personality
and immediate interests are things of chief concern. The educational
method which they believe is bast fitted to such a conception is
the project.
Not only because of their Valuable work in the field of the
project, but also because it is such a widely accepted method, a
rather full treatment will be given of their position. They define
the project method as follows: rTA way of living by your own wits
and in cooperation with others; a way of learning,- almost the
way of learning. . ... a way of teaching, of conducting the
ed ueativaprocass. ''( 16* dosic and Chase. *A Brief iuide to the
Project Method." p 15)
Bh«y distinguish between the project and other methods saying
that they are procedures to be employed while it is a principle to
be applied because it is more inclusive than they sad more far
reaching in its possibilities. It brings about desirable changes
in human beings through the pursuit of ends and is a method of
living, since real life is full of projects. They give a list of the
different types and their purposes: Type 1, purpose to embody some
idea in external form, as building a boatf Jyoe 2, purpose to enjoy,
appreciating a picture, story, music, and sc on; Type 3, purpose to
atraightas out soma intellectual difficulty, solve some problem;
Type 4, purpose to attain some skill.
The project method i3 not, however, to be rushed into in a
haphazard fashien; there are cert tin prereq uisites to its successful
execution. A cle -r idea of what the children should learn; a teacher
capable of using the mechod; subject matter that is applicable!
building equipment that is favorable, supervision that is most
efficient, and measuring and 'testing that is efficient.
The important thing about the project is that it calls forth
the purposeful activity of the child; the teacher may suggest, but
the pupils must wholeheartedly aitoot the projact. The teacher is not
at all a negligible factor in the project method
,
though his share
Lb /ery a if .e rant from that of the formal teacher. His role varies,
"de is leader, chairman, interlocutor, coach, umpire, taskmaster,
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authority, judge, adviser, sympathetic listener, chief performer,
examiner, guide, or friend as the occasion may require.' 1 (lS Hoaio
^nd Chase. ri .orief Joide to the project Method* 1* p -iS) He mint
03 alert and vise in the choice of his sobjects aoi may show much
skill in siezing upon current happenings such as the circus in
town, the need for warm lunches in school, and so on. fhe teacher
must prepare the children 1 minds for somtehing the;,- are to do$ he
may suggest, but the pupils thence Ives, as already jointed out,
must; "be the ones zo d p the mrposing and executing, it must be a
common purpose and accepted by the children as their own
responsibility.
Also th3 teacher must allow the children to plan for
themselves, only offering his suggestions and warning of difficulties*
During the sarrying out of the activity the teacher must keep the
purpose to the fore, try to avoid wasting of energy, and see that
all contribute. It will be the teacher's duty to see that the
children pick out the important facts and concentrate upon thorn
and get the education (that they are capable of imparting, -xlso the
taLcher must see that the most valuable experiences are chosen, that
is those which minister to the present life of the ehild and which
freely exeroi sa his abilities.
There are certain marks which indicate the success of c
project,- the absence of unnecessary strain and worry on the part
of the child, the furtherance of unity of experience and less
pigeonholing of knowledge, and the forming of the habit of carrying
through an activity that has been started.
There are a large variety of the ap lioationiof the project
possible, it may be a valuable aid to efficient study, avoiding
the wast 3 of tine; also it may serve to motivate school tasks.
One of the most pressing problems is to make school tasks meaningful
end worth while. "Accepting whole-he .rted purposing as central to
the doctrine, they must inevitably seek to establish conditions
most favorable to it. ' (Ibid p Jo]
Clubs may be forrmd, being organized about the various school
a b Jests as machem..tics, history, Latin, chemistry, and so on, whose
aim it is to impart the various knowledges ..nd skills. Also the
extrv curriculum activities of ^or a rich field for the project
method. 'The school play,, the school newspaper, athletic and other
clubs, iuditorium programs, playground or&ani sations
,
community
service. .... All of these offer the opportunity primarily for doing
things rather chan learning how others have done them. :r ( ibid p 82)
Yet the project method must be used intelligently ^or there
are dangers to be avoided. The teacher must still be in control.
"Sine he relies but little on a cut-and-dried routine, the teacher
must plan exceedingly well He plans in order that his pupils
may plan. '' (ibid p J7 ) Again. "The project teacher leads the pupils
to plan to do the things they ought to do.'' (ibid p So)
There il real danger in using the socialized re c it; t ion when chil-
dren have not enough information or sk'll or subject matter, he c
is also the danger of overlooking the fact that transfer of training
* /vj<3 not T5l~ce ??r fl n ~ , - n" """here "ore a wide r&nfta 0" activities

must; be provided.
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Their position regarding education as a preparation tor ©dolt
life or as ministering to the child r s immediate life is stated
as follows; 'The project method means providing opportunity for
children to engage in living, in satisfying worth-while enterprises ,
-
77or"Ch--.vhil3 for thern^ it means guiding and assistin: them to
participat e in taese enterprises 30 that they may reap to the full
the possible benefits? ?1& , Ho3ic and "/hr;se, Brief -ruido to trie
Project method.'7 p 7)
Under Sosio, md .uliso Cho.se Jim.:iiG -,70uld find that education
was not a stapid affair to be somGhov? endured, but ratnor quite an
adventure in v/hi/h he was the chief hero. xet ho 7/ mid not De
allowed to wilfully douiuato his fellows and his teachers, *u.tuer
he would be permuted to choose among t* numuer of worta v/hile
activioxes those which appe t . led most to uim t nd offered the $"ieatest
opportunity for his information and development. When his pui p.jse
wt B thus fully aroused, he woul^ be expected to put forth every
effort ox which no was cap* ble to carry out the project which seomc-u
to aim valuaoxe. ue migttt oali on hit; fceachei for he^p, but he
would uou be aiiov/ed bo give up an enterprise v/hiob. he had onoe
started, dis project wouiu not all be inuividual, bat uore often
in cooperation witn cue group.
imr. Liosio, and ~d.so uhase are rate-': as follows:
-
I. II. III.
lieory & Value of x'ropor^oa Product of
Prac tice. Point Palling at II 2 III.
This x'oiiiu
1. subject matter as center (5
logical, complete daval- U
opment. Child not in pic-
ture at all. ^ixed course
of svudy.
£. Subject matter tue aim I 12
but modified to suit* [15 25
child 's interest. ~
3» AiiM a3 in fl, cut fur- (25
ther modified b^ adr.pta- (25 5©
tion to local appoqls
and o«uer attractive
approacues for the child*
4.. ChiH as center - but (50 4-3
definite ai as for 3ociety
,
I 50 100 ^2 ^° 9000
bellth, worthy home mera-
bershio, etc.
5. e-hild as center - no re- (25 5
Btraints, teacnor f olio<vs._ij_5 ^0 5 %Q $00
Tot al credit. JO
It must be quite apparent why Mr. Hosio >nd Miss Chase .ire
given a ere it of ^0 points under class #4; tnoy very clearly put
trie ehila in the foreground. In justification of credits under j^5,
a Quotation is given. "Wherever the leaamor's purposes may point,
there may his heart so also it mrtters not so long as his mind
is set coward his goal. "' ( lb\ '»£rief iuide to Project Method. rtp 80)

8*'
Ellsworth DolliogSf
lllswortB Soilings h^s rendered a very valuable service to
the cause of a child -centered education "by carrying oat an actual
experiment bo sapirioaily test tha merits of this nawar educational
conception as compared with the old subject matter conception.
-lonj with Dewey he places jreat stress upon the life and growth
of the child, "da conceives the function of education to ba; "2o
provid3 an environment that furthers the continuous growing of its
pupils,- 1 n environment that affords them practice in the. selection
and successful realization of purposes*" ( 5 Oollings, TAH Experiment
with a Project £Jur ieuium. ' p J>11)
His experiment was carried out primarily fco aB@er.tais whether
or not the curriculum of the school can be selected from the purposes
of Jh3 children. He says, "She essence of the curriculum as it is
use-, in this expert.mat is the purposes of boys and girls in real
life. As such it: is necessarily as broad as life itself. <>... In this
ssnse the curriculum is a living thing, child experiencing. :T ( Ibid
p VIII)
Tha subject ma tter of the traditional scaool subjects was
taujht only whin '-"^3y contributed to the rauii sa^ian of the
purposes of the oo^s ^nd girls, for he holds. 'The purpose is
pri'r.ury and dominites in defining the activity that Is to eventuate
in ita realization.' Ubid p 2^7)
Dha ide^s and irly lag Mr. uol.inj3' thaory of education arej
1. Tb.3 pupils must purpose what they do; I Actual learning is never
3 in^le , - there are concomitant learnings which chiefly build attitudes
toward life interests
* f 3 All learning encouraged by the rnho:l is
so encouraged because it is naedad here -vnfl now in order r,o carry
on better the enterprise now under wayj 4* -'" Q curriculum is a
series of guided axperi3nc3s so related that #hat is learned in one
serves to alav^te ..nd enrich the subsa^'ient stream of experience.
at ^ur^oejs j re not to be trivial or selected at random; thay
must genuinely grip the boys and girls , be possible of realization,
and lead to other worth while purposes. i?he principles for carry.' ng
out thi projects of the eaper im 3ntal school .re so ..similar 1,0 those
used by .Ir. Hosic and Mis a Chase that they will not be repeated.
In order to carry out the exp^rloant two different types of
school v;re established,- the experi .ent J. whose ou riculum was
bassd upon the life purposes, and the control curriculum p?>tternad
after the traditional. The intelligence level, chronological age,
numb3r of ye 3 r3 in school, .aid number of yaars spent in the schools
of experiment were approximately equivalent in both schools.
She projects c rried on in thi experimental school were play,
excursion, story, ind hand work. The play projects 'represent those
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axpariancos in whi ch the purpose is to engage in such group
activities as games, folk IHancing* dramatisation, or social
parti ss . f T (6 Collings, "An Jxperimant with a Project Curriculum 1*
p 48) Taa story projects which 'Include piirpos js to enjoy the s tory
in its various forms,- oral, song, picture
,
phonograph., or piano. 1*
(Ibid p 4o ) rhe axcursloai projeeta which :T involve purposeful study rJ
problems connacjad with si vironmants and activities of people.' 1
(Ibid p 46*) -ind hand projects which ''represent purposes to exprasa
ida*js in concrete form, to mc:2ie a rabbit trap, to prepare cocoa for
the school luncheon, or to grow cantaloupes. '{Ibid p flfi) Projeeta
were thus classified because they indicate the kind of activities
whj oh children normally engage in#
In order that the actual results of the experiment may be
clearly apparent they h:.v3 been tibluated as follows:
Summary of changes in common facts and skills.
larparimental School * Cont rol School*
Penmanshio. " 10. 3 ^TJf""
Spelling ' 56.3 53.6
Heading 38.3 32.7
Addition 21.0 17 $6
Subtraction 20.2 12.
3
multiplication !3»3 11*1
Division 14.1 I3.I
Ssograp&y J3.0 37«°
American History 11. 8 6*0
Composition 10. 6* 7.4
Summary of attitudes of boys £&.d girls,
-nrollment ?5 !° 4
Pupils attending evsry day 93 3
Decrease in tardiness 32 6
'
' truancy 25 7
"
n corporal punishment 5$ 15
iitt3ndanc9 thru t erm 76 2
Graduating from oth grade 05 10
fftn Srade gr. enter high 05 5
Summary of attitudes of parents,
visiting school 90 $ 5
Attend annual meeting 71 12
/ot.s for max! aim tchr.levy 70 30
for xtra so hi. improve. Si 25
Using schl for farm problems 62 lo
Decrease in violation of
compulsory scho ol law lo 4
Visiting schl on spec, program o2 15
Using schl. apparatus 13
Votes to establish high sahl. '31 0

Summary of changes in conduct of boynV
nd girls*
Slxperimental Control.
Home leisure reading 6"5 ^ 5
Study of music in home 39 3
Partioip^ti on in community 100 1
r
' in social p'-rties at home 66 11
Project work during vacqtion 69 o
<Jom..on health haoi :JS at home 51 3
Decrease in disease 35 25
femes at home 04 3^
nummary of changes in conduct of parents.
Reading Farm Journal cjG ,o J
rl Daily Jawsp ^per 56 «
.-ittend. nijht community meeting 75 -5
Participation in community fair 91 1
Jesting seed corn 4^ 21
milk 50 17
'^horobred poultry |l 7
J3cre:i33 in disoasa 20 4
Mr. ooilinjs 1 position regard in^ education as a means of
ministerinj to the present life of the child hrs already b een
given , "but one more quotation will be presented; "Life is the
great thing after all; the life of the child at its time and
in its measure no less than the life of the adult* Childhood is
not a vestibila through which .7-3 pass to adulthood* 11 ( 6 Soilings,
r, An Experiment with a Brojeet Jurrioulum* n p VII
)
In order to show how completely Jimmie 's needs end' interests
would be oonsidared by Mr. /Ollin^s, a brief account of two
projects in which we will sup :ose Jimmie would happily participate
will be given.
One day Jimmie observed that Mrs. Murphy planted sun flowers
alon.s the rear of her jarden, :.:ed he wondered why they should ba
relegated to such a position. ..hea he reported his discovery to
the other pupils, they wondered too. -hey, therefore, decided
to visit -1.3. Murphy sad find out. Mrs* Murphy explained that they
shaded her cucumbers, that the chickens ate the seed. She gave the
children 3e3ds. Saeh pupil mad 1 » record of the visit, described
the sunflower and its uses, and daoided what future use they would
m-jtke of the sunflower.
Lgain Jimmie 1 s boon eompaninn, lom, 3m$th, did not come to
school one day. Upon inquiry it was found that he was ill with
typhoid fever. Hot only ;-:o, but the other Smith children had been
ill with typhoid fever for several successive years. Jim .ale as
well as the other school children decided that it would be worth
while to find out ;hy typhoid fever was such a frequent occurrence
in the tfmith family. Shejr concluded to Visit the home, and a
committee was made ap to decide what they would look for in their
7isit. iftj the visit had been made they canvassed the different
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pcssi bxli
t
jlss nd reached che conclusion that flies were i;tiQ
cause. iMiereuoou they scudied flies * na tneir relation to eiseese.
Ihe boys made i'ly traps t;nd s garbage p« il which '/ere gratefully
received by Mr, dmitri, ',7120 set about remebyin^ causes of disease.
Ehia project I^d to una fu ther enquiries: fhat are the causes
of bwd eoiusY u hy do measles, whooping cough, and mumps accacic
ctiiidren more bhan cue/ uo luuiitj? .»uy is ic that Mrs*. 0. uei^eves
that pue umortia is fens mos t fatal disseise? A community program in
couige ox uhe children aiijo resulted xroui t he oui u u project. It
co us i dt ad ox : Community singiug. Illustrative chart showing diseases
Probable causa of typhoid, 111 us ,racive chart showing uet hods of
c omb a u i ng cyp no i d
,
t j cj;io;~t < ' nd S 3 f ra o iiinc nt s
«
oao nst rat ion o i i ill ust
:
ed on how
With reference to the scale, ilr; Soilings is evaluated 'ollow
I. II. III. Iv.
i'heory a- Value of I'ro^ortini x-'rortuet
x'ractio e.x>oint
1. Subject mstter as cancer j 5
logical, complete davel- V 5
opraenc, Child not in 'ric-
tuie at all. jj'ixed course
ox study*
I, uuojecc matter cno uiui, but12
modiiied co suic ohild 's Inc._(_l^
3» Aim as in fd. , buc further(
modified by adapt?; ci on to( I
local appeals ann otn^r
attractive approaches.
10
25
>jO
Falling at
I'his iJoino
II X ill
Ob ild vq center, out defi-{ ^0
mte aims for society, health50
-/oithy home-membership, etc.
10U
5Q
^0 luu 10,000
5. - ; h id &s cencor no re- \ 2 5
str s ints, teacher follows f 25
Dotal cre^ ics.
^0
iU,UUU
Mr. Joiliugs is wortay to be classed among i;h.e most
progress ve «aci efficient of cue modern educators, tiis jora.
is oi 33peciui Vv^luj bacausc of his vary careful ana painstak;
attempt to verify the project theory, which placds tne child
and his purposeful activity at trie center. ue is, therefore,
^iven full credit under h 4.
.ng
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W i 11 i im Head Kilpa tri ok
•
It i.3 difficult bo overestimate the services of William
Head Kilpatrick to the cause of the elevati >n of tha child _.nd
his immediate life ruteraat8 ovar subject matter. He says that
the educator "mast not start with Subject matter foremost in
mind, for subject mattar is primarily means and not primarily
and* [11 Kilpatfiok 'low Shall we Select the iubjeet Mattar of
the filamentary .School Jurrisulum? 11 Journal of Bducational
^ethod . ' p 3)
An extrinsic subject mattar has too lon
:r
been forced upon the
child. By this he means a subject matter whose predominant
emphasis is upon skills and informatinna rather than upon habits,
attitudes, appreciations, and ideals, and .vhich imparts j ust
sufficient information bo aoaabla the le irnsr to pass a test, 1 nd
whose purpose is preparatinn for adult life. ;fhis is extrinsic
learning because it is extrinsic to the interests of the learner*
The U33 of extrinsic subject matter shaves down the content of
the ourriculum to thinjs that can be tested in the light of skills
and of information, degrades education to the tr.sk of indoctrination
and propa^andism, causes the child to cram for axaminat ions , and
perhaps to evade or sheat or attempt to 'be^t" his comrades.
Intrinsic subject matter* on the other hand, is that which
is vitally connected with the life d interests of the child.
<7hen problems arisa in the life of the child its funot ion is to
aid him in their solution. Ihe real test o:c subject matter is
its ability to enter into the life of the ;hild and change his
behavior, its selection is determined by the aducative activities
in -.vhich the child en^jes.
Kilpatrick as wall as Dewey clo-:r.y recognizes that education
is doing. Bhildran ru longer shr^re the activity of their parents,
participate in their occupations, and sh< re in the social community
life. Now they have leisure time which they do not know what to
do with.* Ifiaas bha school muat supply the experience which was
formerly furnished by the home and the community.
Dr.Kilpatr iek defines education as follows: "edudat^on is such
s remaking of life ..s brings growth, and growth is alonj tlirea
lines of outlook and insijht,- attitudes, appreciations, ind
techniques anil controls. :l ( 23 Kilpatrick 'Why Education is uh, n^ing ,r
'Jeurnul of Educational Method." p 13G)
iiso education must not overlook the ..ioral training of the
child. Ehera are :hrea imperative f; jtora in lorul education,
-
I see, I can, 1 wil3 r 2he child has not learns! until he can and
will do the 'jhinj. T (Ibid p 141)
The e mus*j necessarily be a new method to fit this new
conception of subject matter. Ho says that there are two types of
aethod, the narrow and the broad. 'J?he one is suited to the particular
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type of subjaot nuctar, tha other includes attitudes .7 hi. oh. tne
child t-ikes. T J ho wider sense of method fcaows that in aatual
Ufa one thin? nevir pas on oy itself. This widor method demands
that wo oonsidar :'ie aotual faofca, the real world . Eha narrow sonae
of mat; 'nor] fa 30 3 always an abstraction anrl unreality, - a part of
a tot_l situation, a part that 0 an no more oxist "by itaelf than
could a msa* a head continue to lira ajfart from his body." ( 24
Kilpa trick The Maaaiag of Method." Journal of Educational Hot hod. :r
p la)
Dr. Kilpatrick reco'iaus his efforts to find a torn to suit
this new .aethod . Ho says, The unifying idea was so ba found in tho
conception of whola haartaft, purposeful activity proceeding in a
social environment . ' ( i lj Kilpatrick, 'Jha Jrojetc :iothod."
"Teachers ' lollege Bulla tin Senth Sarios, No a, Oct. 12,lgi6% p 320)
To this purposeful -act ha ap lias tho name 'project."
Tb.3 purposoful act is definitely eohnaotei with tho forthj
life, 'Hot that all purposes are good- or that the worthy lifo
consists of purposeful activity and in nera drifting* " (ibid p J>22)
Ag'^in, 'If oho purposeful act be in reality the bypical unit of the
worthy lifo then it follows that t a base education on purposeful
acts is exactly to identify the process of educatiom with worthy
living itsalf. ' Ubid p 323)
Like 1*3way, De.iarmo and athrr jrsat aduo ..tors, La recognizes
th3 n30033ity of a sound psychologic .1 basis for his method. Ho
thus enumerates the laws of learning which Ma: the law of readiaess,
the law of affeot and the law of exercise, giving the psychological
implications. Ho also gives the different types of projects;
rypa x, purpose to imoody soma idou or plan in axternal f orm; rJJypa
2,- aesthetic, purpoa-j to enjoy 30me ixporienca; fype 3, purpoaj to
solve jome problem* itype 4, purpose to obt ain soma dagree of skill,
^'ha first j.nd fourth typos are especially adapted to the problem
solving method,- purposing, planning, executing, and judging.
He oelievas that purposeful activity or the project method
of baasaing is particularly adapted to the need3 of a training for
life in a damacraay. ao Says that this type of prdo'adura "Furnishes
batter citizens, ^lert abia to think and act ; nd t 30 intelligently
c itical to be aasily hoodwinked .... self reliant, ready of
adaptation to the no v social conditions that impend." (ibid p 334)
as already stated Dr Klip-. trick maintains that education must
minister to the child 1 3 present life and needs. Ha, as well as
Dewey, conceives of aiaoatioa is - means to growth. "^ducaui j;. is
••entiallj a vital process, a living -.mi growing". That this may
best take place, the raal teacher must ba sensitive as an artist
to the st jo reached and to the s igns 0:'" growth in children 4
Deciding what next to do must be an activity shared by teacher and
pupil j If the teacher ..nd pupil aac to work best and grow
most in li ring th'j,, :aust exarciso raal responsibility. n t 20
Kilpatrick, 'subject Batter and the flduoative Process. ' Journal of
3d uc- Li :nal lilt hod. p ~y\ I)
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He believes "education oased en tue purposeful act prep-res
best for liie while at tne s>irae time it constitutes the present
worthy life itself." (^5 *LLlpatriCK 'The project Method." I'eachers'
Colieie uulietiu, I'enth oeries, Wo 3, Oct. 12,l ljrO , p 323)
Jhe child 's present life r.na interest is rue Dasis for the
selection of suMJect matter, 'ua mus c sto-rc with life itself anil
its present expansion ad our iioynoco rresunt expansion at
one and cne same time provides, ueat for Ie^rtifc^.-<. *5iyes §ci£Q -ridkeenness to orasent living, and ororaiaes bast for later xiving.
\-itl Kiloatricli, 'How ohali we -oelect the subject Hatter of the
iilement^ry bchool Ourr ic ulumr " Journal of Educational withod p 5)
Thus he concluded "xhe educative process is good and sound, first
in the decree that xa'-rnjng is intrinsic vs extrinsic, that is
d em: need now by 111'e anil fu etions now to farther present living,
and second in tne rlegree that what is learned serves tu raise life
continuously/ nere ane now to righer levels." ^ibid p 6)
Dr. iilpatricK would release Jimmie from bondage to an
extrinsic subject matter which he v/oulri be compelled to re-oite
or tu j-ive bocK ih an examination, 3?o d e sure un^er tne old regime
Jimmie mis^ht be able to fool the teacher with vague, general
statements or a few ^enur-.l st* tamenys which ho: had ''orammea into
his head the nigh 5 before, but that would UiitL give him. any sense
01 satisiacti n or achievement, under JJr. Jlilpatriclc he T70"in not
have to resort to any of these expedients for his examination would
not consist ±u answering a certain number of set questions out; of
his ability co construct useful articles, to purpose, go help nis
fallow students oian c.n txhibition program, to rfuo his school
subject'3 such as history in their real life setting, to appreciate
not only the best in am, music, and sculpture, but ala 0 the value
01 real comrades lip with his fellow pu pils and with his teacher, to
initiate, c r y out, and criticise activities which appealed to
him ^s worthfnl*
Jimmie 'a teacher would sec that the laws of learning referred
to above, were followed in ".is education in order t n: t it might be
effective ana not time be wasted,
ais discipline would not be ox the repressive v? riety wbich
elicitert outward compliance while underneath ne maintained a
rebellions spirit ana disposition to do > s he wished when strx<.;t
coiitrui was Lifted, Bather he ouid be Ian to see tue desirability
of rignt conduct, to recognize that it was realty vniUKbia to him
and wortn ais efroros at s ilf control. in snort, Jimmie would foei
under l)x • JLilpatrioic Chat he was a parson whose ideas wart- worthy
01 consideration, »/ao had activities tu engage in which really
appealed co oiu as beiug valuable, who was encouraged 50 use his own
judgment ana ini^tive , r.na yet who must recognize tne rights of
otners ana cooporate wiiib them toward cue furtherance of the
eommon good.
measured by una scale which we are using, Dr. KilpatriCK .is
^iven the following ratings
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H« III. IV,
Eaeory & vai^ao of jercportirm Product or
^raecice
.^oinc Falling a.t II a III .
This faint
1. ~ubjeci, matter cs center ( 5
logical, complete iavel- [ 5 U
opmjnt. Ohild not; in pic-
ture at all a'ixed ioar.^a
of Suaay.
ouojecc matter c&e uiw { 3.2
uut modifier co suit \ ' 1? 2j
cniid f s incerest.
— ~
4.
Aim -iS in ^i, out fur- \ 2j
tner modified by adapta* ( is
Txou to looal appeals
?ad otQer attractive
approaches for tnc child.
Ghiio as cent ex - out [ 50
definite aims for society, ( ^0
neaitn, vortny nowe mem-
bership, etc.
Child as center - no re- \ i'-?
trs 3 n ta , teacher t ollows . I 25
sO
100
50
10 10 sOO
SO
.42 90 , Ouu
Total credios. 3,400
Althooga Dr. ililoatrick leaves el s;es fl and behind , and
cie any falls mainly under cias° /4 in ?nak"n; r the child and hxs
personal life needs the thing of paramount import nee , he ye 0
evidently is more of a theorist than a practical educator.
It is easier to brm: agiinst him the charge that he is a vision-
ary i tie oris t taan it is co cfxer any such criticism of John Jewey.
da is, baerefora, given <u o re «] jl 'c of po joints foj theory, bat only
40 points fur praotiea under class k credit of 10 points is
givan him under class ^3t because he has soraatiiats a slight
teroency to that vaew point.

G harle s MoMuyry*
Ona of the modern disciples of the great Herbart "/ho yet
has a aniqu.3 contribution of Sits own to make to the doctrine of
interest is Charles Mollurry. Like his groat predecessor ha
Stresses ths importance of appealing to the child's interest,
and of supplying him with a rich field of subject matter. In
his amphasis tipon a wall thought out method helping the child
to ¥uild up janeral from individual notions and thus applying
the knowiedga gained ha reminds one of DeJarmo.
Ha states that he agrees with Locka in believing the will
to be important in education, but criticises his exclusive
emphasis upon the will to the neglect of emotion. ae does not
agrea with Locka that the feelings are fluctuating and the will
alone 3taDl3 and to be depended upon. Thus he would seem not
so much Co reject the old3r conception of education as to
transcend it, that is to keep all its valuable elements and
richly supplement then «
Lik3 Herbart he holds that character not knowledge or
discipline is the chiaf aim of education. The development of
character insures tha best individual development, the best
6r< ining for society and citizenship, and the most complete
growth of ill the capacities of the child, tie says 'our
country may have vast resources and great opportunities, but
everything in the end depends upon the moraU quality of its
man and women. ' { lo Ua ..lurry, "She Elements of Jeneral Ha thod."
P 14)
Dr. itoMurry considers subject matter ext-.emely important
and pays much attention to it in his system of education, but
its sole claim to value is in its ability to nourish and
•dttcata the child. de and is interest are the important
considerations. Hi says, "knowledge which contains no springs
of interest is dead like faith divorced from works*'1 (Ibid p 101)
S3 counsels "study tha ehild and find out his interest at
differ ?nt ages. Then selact subject matter suited to each aga."
( 23 HeMurry 'Conflicting Principles in Teaching and how to Adjust
.them.'' p 121) da ineists 'all knowledge has to be attached to
interest in order to function. 1 ' (ibid p 112)
Yet he dons not discard the t axtbook, rather he counsels
that it be used by the te xchar as an outline and supplemented
richly. For the textbo k alone can lot be given adaquat a tra ttmantj
it takes up important topics too briefly. In the use of text bookf.
tha (Teacher must avoid the danger o^ dictation fhioh is a foe to
independent thought which Is so essential. He .says The real
fr33do.ii toward which children should be trained is the freedom
that comes from thinkinj out and knowing the truch. Tibid p 35)
The inter. st which ^r HeMurry insists upon so consistently is
intrinsic "native to the subject and springs up naturally when the
mind is oroijht face to face with something attractive." t2fi
^c^urry, 'The Elements of General method. jp 8f)
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Direct intereat ia most valuable because it reaches to the sponta-
neous and instinctive forces, He contends that subjects of
instruction should be interesting before the teacher lays his
hands upon them, father curiously he upholds this bosition by
giving as an example the book "Eobinaon Crusoe 1 ' which Kousseau,
the foe to almost al text book instruction, also advocates'*
UoMnrry maintains that be ac he r£ are not to areata i but to
direot interest; also interest is not just mak ;.ng things easy,
ihe creative interest children feel is present when they shoulder
their own tasks and ask for leadership from the teacher. Kith
the great .croebel he recognizes the significance of self activity;
he maintains it is the basis of a strong interest surmounting
the difficulties involve in carrying out a worth while project.
Thus the doctrine of interest will help solve the problem
of the place in education of discipline so strongly advocated
by Locke sad others of the old school* .^oth interest and affort , -
a demonstration of will power,- must be present in the educational
process. He gives examples of men like David Livingstone whose
absorbing interest in an undertaking challenged them to almost
unbelievable effort. Thus when a child has a deep enough
interest in thj educational task, he will put forth the necessary
effort
.
Interest is thus one of the basic principles to be considered
In any aduoational method. Another most important principle is
correlation which, he says "seeks to overcome the present
unconnssteimess of studies, lays stres; upon relations and seeks
to enlarge the range of a child's t bought fulne as and rational
s urvey , ..nd his self activity and insight by so planning and laying
out the course o: study that the sciences everyvhere may be brought
into more vital juxtaposition that the child's knowledge may be
unified nnd his practical power ove ; it increased."! ?.S MoMurry,
"The Elements of General method.-'' p 164)
The principle of correlation he maintains ooviaces two great
dangers of education, loose and shallow thinking and overloading
vith encyclopedic knowledge. Its scope la broader than school
studies, 'correlation is 30 bound up with the idea of character
forcing that it includes ..10 .e than school studies. ic lays hold
of home influence ^nd of the experiences of life outside of the
school and orings them into ^he daily service of the school
studies.'' (Ibid p loi)
In this connection he gives proof o -" the d--1 rarture from
the d isci olifa-?ry theory of educ bioB h y maintaining that the
princi la of correlation draws the feelings and the will clearly
into its circle of operation, Sill knowledge properly taught
generates feeling. The will is steadily laying out during the
formative period of education the highways of its future activities,
vibid p 163)
Correlation may be brought obout in five ways; 1 by the close
serial connection of ide.^s in a single study; 1 by establishing
relations batwaan different studies, ... in the case of geography
which, connects with so manv othn*^ BtnrM»«« z v»-w ta4>«vi 4 ^1,4*,

relations between school and home lifej 4« Vj i7 ^na proper laying
out of the courses off feudy; 5. by observing and fixing relations
as faota are learned.
ttoMarry»9 likeness to lieSajrmo is shown in his careful
attention to the processes of induction and deduction in which
tne aiind proceeds from particular toa§gsneral notions and back
again. Sa holds 'Induction ia tlia natural highway of human
thought in avary Una of study bringing all the mental forces into
an orderly, successive, helpful ao bivi fcy. " ( 28' McMurry " J he
.ilsmtnes of >3neral Method.* p 221)
.iith Ecrbart la recognises the noces iity of absorption and
reflection in the educative process* 'Use acquisition and
ass imilation of knowledge in Siffarant subjects will be found to
exhibit the mental states of absorption and reflection The
eff 30'; of such mental absorption and! reflection is to puild up
concepts.' (Ibid p 227)
Deduction naturally succeeds the process of induction. "As
faat aa psychical concepts are formed we clamber upon then hd
try to z at a batter view of the field around us. Like captured
gins we turn them at once upon the enemy and make them perform
servioe in new fields of conquest. If a now case or object
appears, we judge of it in the light of our acquired concepts, no
matter -vhether they are complete and accurate or not. G?his is
deduetion. ' I ibid p 233
)
igain MoMurry a howa his kinship with Herbart and DexJarmo
by his emphasis upon the importance of the psychological fact of
apperception* ;l lf a new idea drops into the mind, like a stone
upon the surface of the water, it produces a oommot ion. It acts as
a stimulua or waken 3 r to the old ideas sleeping beneath the surface.
.... jsut waat ideas are thus disturbed Those wiiioh possess
sufficient kinship to &his newcomer to he.tr the call respond
Ehfl others sleep on undisturbed, ' I Ibid p 271
)
Th3 conclusions which he draws from his study of apperception
.^rs: 1. previous knowledge is of 5re.1t value; 2. ins uaa of our
acquired stock of ideas involvea a conatant working over of old
ideas; 3* la the acquisition of new knowledge apperception has its
sp.cial feeling of conquest; 4* Apperception welds the old and the
new Into one piece, brings about the close mingling and association
of all, i e its unity; 5» - fta teacher must kiow thc^child in order
to b3 acquainted with the rctent of his knowledge; 6. The general
plan of studies should be based upon the principle of apperception;
7« ppn'oeption welds together school studies the hone, and outside
lifS cf the child; 6*. Teaching in accordance with the laws of
apperception brings to the child a sense of power | 9« The apperceptive
process constantly works toward the development of concepts^ 10.
I?eac hers must know how to use the apperceptive mass of knowledge
possessed by the pupil.
i*ir. MoMurry fa position with regard to the place o e the will

in education has already been referred bo* Eie jays* TWe nay say
that involuntary attention, habi' , and interest s apply three
powerful criticisms against the old doctrine of sheer will in
education. The mental machinery presupposed as a "basis of
interest and habit is an indispensable requisite for the exercise
of free will , and in interest is found aven the motive and first
step in tEe process of self realizati on. " ( 2.8. HcMurry," Ihe
Elements of Qeneral .at hod.'1 p 3^-4^
Underlying ill of liciurry's tideational conceptions is the
idee, that aducation is to minister to the life interests of the
ehilfi. I'hese a^s necessarily interests which appeal to the
presint neads of the child. It is thus apparent that.with Kilpatriek
ha feels that tfcie child is naturally interested in adult unaer-
takings. He gays. 'Ihe soho I ©aster should sieaa upon these basal
ideas upon which our national and social and industrial life haw
been organising itself, and make them the main lines of movement
in the thought work of the children, " (Ibid p 191)
Under Dr. MoMurry Jimmie would find that he still had a
considerable body of subject matter to master. History would be
given him that he might survey the field of human life and activity
and profit by its moral examples. BTat ura study would open for him
the doors of the real world in all its beauty and vairisty. x'he
formal sciences would furnish him with useful and disciplinary
knowledge, they would, however, occupy second place because of
their formal nature rather" than richness of content. History and
natural science, on the other hand, would occupy., first place in
his 9ducat inn because of the richness of their content and their
;ower to awaken interest and furnish string and legitimate incentives
to mental activity.
Jimnie 's education would be based upon a thorough knowle dge of
psychology, dis i ate raste would be careful y studied and instruction
adapted to iham. -lso knowledge w ^uld not be presented to him in a
belter skelter encyclopedic manner, bat in accordance with the laws
of apperception. .?or this reason he would be able to rwork happily
on the bask of building up from his particular experiences, general i
idaas which lika living, growing things would be averre aching out
to aBdimilate new knowledge.
Baring this proces.; the principle of correlation would be
•arefally observed; he would realize chat the river that ran through
his village had some relation to that on the mag in his geography;
that afliir
;
and subtracting wen bha processes used in making
purchases at the grocery store, and that the rules of grammer were
to be used in a recitation in arithmetic.
•Jiramie would be expected to be a boy who had gumption enough
to carry through a project once he had undertaken itj to be willing
to really work at his own education, de would not, however, be
enoo'-ir-.g3d to work doggedly with no conception of the value of his
undertaking. Hather he would be encourage to put forth ftis efforts
\
in an enterprise which interested him and which waj capaaio of
calling forth his efforts ana finest feelings.
He would oe made to feel that the d evslo-ninen t of a strong
character which yet wat"; aware of relationships with and
obligations to his fellows was the goal toward which he was
•*ri7ln»- i. it. xn. IT.
Theory & Value of Proporti n Product of
Practice. Point . Falling at II x III
Shis Point
1. SuDjeot matter as center
logical, ^complete devel-
opment. Child not m pic-
ture at all. Fixed course
of study.
2. Subject raatter the aim
"but modified to suit
child 1 3 interest
•
3. Aim as in f& t "but fur-
ther modified by adapta-
tion to local appeals
and othsr attractive
approaches for the child
4. Child as center - hut
definite elms for society
health, worthy hone mem-
bership, etc.
5. Child as center - no re-
str-- ints, to* cher follows
lotal ore d it.
12
13
15.
50
5S
J5.
25
50
100
50
5
50
48-
10 50c
HO 9,000
9,500
It is quite plrin that Mr. MoMurry accords a much more
imoortant place to subjset matter than do Dewey and KilpatricK.
Yet he does ot revert to the old position in which rA\s~ child
is in thraldoa to subject raatterj rather he works out a system
of education as cononet as that of Da Car.no , and based urnon a
icoare advanced psychology, ceoause of this attitude toward
subject Batter, he is given a credit" of lu points under class #3
*\i3 already •tateiL he oertainly Jons put the child at the
center, and 30 'is worthy of the con it of ^0 points under
class f4« He ii ^iven ao-:e credit for theory than for practice,
bec-.nse of the difficulty of patting theory into practice.
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Jranklin Babbitt.
franklin BobDitt agrees with Kilpatrick ana 3)swey in
their oelief that the life and growth of tha child ara matters
of supreme oonoarn for the educator. 'T Ona should live abundantly
if one is to ba properly aduoatod, bat one should not at tha 3arae
ti#a ba conscious of the educational aspect of his living axcept
in retrospect. Tha little child should ba so occupied in lifa,
so lost in his living that ha is not aware that ha 13 bein£*
educated. Qartainly thara should bo no recognition on his pert
of tha fact that his memory is bein^j stored with knowl ad^e • ' T
( 5 babbitt :,Tha Sew leohnique of Curriculum Ilakinj. " 'The
StLementary School Journal* ' p 47)
Again, "According to this idea tha business of education
i3 to condition the growth of individual's powers and qualities,
ii.. In summary his growth in every power that should ba made to
jrow, Education is tha prooass of growing hum?-h beings. •
^Ddarn aduoation has discovarad tha child and tha potantial things
within him that are to ba cultivated and nada to jprow into their
mature forms.'' (Ibid p 4<5)
Ke oritioisas tha old education saying that man is not simply
an intalleotual resav;ir to ba filled, rathar ha is an infinitely
complex oreatura of endlessly diversified activity, motion is
tha thinj of waioh lifa is composed. The child is not primarily
a know ?r but a doar. Thus tha now aduoation makes its chief
business tha cultivation of abilities which ara potential in eaoh
jro-vin^ individual. Thus tha method of the new education is not
subject stora^a, but activity, conduct, behavior. The child learns
to acu by acting. The objectives of education are, therefore, to
ba discovarad in tha activity analysis. Education is preparation
for lifa, and life is a series of activities Let us discover
what tha accivitias ara whioh make up man's lifa, and we have the
objactiv3S of education. (Ibid p 49}
Tha activity analysis is criticised because it: neglects tha
less materialistic interests, neglects tha inner and stresses tha
outer activities, makes present imperfect action tha norm, and
bas:3 investigation on child nature which is different from adult.
He, however, contends . 'In such analysis ve must recognise the
fact that this intellectual action whioh wa haar and vision is
one of b lie most incessant of human activities* It is a thing to
ba oared for through a earefully devises' and elaborate educational
grogsauu" ( 4 Bobbitt. tfhat Understanding of Human Society should
Education Develop, :f liseBlemeatafy Sohool Journal." p 292)
fith these facts in viaw there are certain difficulties to be
met in making out a school ourrioulum: 1.Uncertainty as to tha
function of the school, the acquisition of text book material vs.
all-sidad jrowth of tha individual; ?.. Traditions as to the aims
or oojactivas of education,- content subjects vs a earefully guided
3eri3s of normal lifa experiences; 3. .'he primitive character of
educational science with regard to educational objectives; 4.
Uncertainty as to educational methods or procedures,- text book
vs ri^ht living in all its manifest- itions | " 5 Traditions relative
(
7<2
.
to tas metnods ol prodeduid; o. vtia 3uojuot teaching fallacy;
7« xhe isolation of tne school from cue life of trie community.
it is tiki function oi education, he maintains, co prepare
bo rr. for present a nd future living, Mducation das -''discovered
the child, uut it does not see him merely as a child, it s^es the
entire seventy year jm±t oi life as the cant al thing of xts
concern, it se^s man within trie child as cl«> r as it sees the
child. it sees its task as one of bringing into full * nd complete
bein^ this man ^ittiin tne child, - (5 Boobitt "i'he Hew Technique
of oumc uium Making;' " "Ihe element; ry ocmonl Journal." p 0)
Jn^er i4.r. novuivv Jimmis wouln find Lim^eli freed from a stiff
curnc uiuai aim regime. uit> education v/oulu not 00 lupous 6 u on him
by en inexorable iaoe in the form 01 a formal teacher. *»kwLui lII
his life inuorosts c.nu ^ctivitiis woiCd be studied. [Chen tne
te^caar ;/o ..Id guide him into specific types, of action under t hose
vprions heads:- health activities, citizenship, language
,
leisurej
religious, parental, and activities involved in unspeelalized
practical arts,
Mr, toouiLt ts ssnlnsted £s follows:- III. Iv,
Theiry & Vaiia of Proportion product of
Practice. Point. Failing a* II A
.J his Joint.
1, .subject matter as carter j ?
1'j^_lc- j 1 , complete cevel- —2—
opuient, CiiilJ not in pic-
ture at ail. -?ix3d coarse
of study.
I, oubject mat ;er tns aiffl { H
but modified to suit \ 15
child 's inter j st
•
5, Aim as in (j[2 , uuo fur- ^
ther uou uied oy ad^pca- I 2
o
tun v.0 i'jc.l tippet^Is
and oca r attractive
aporoacaes for tne child.
4., 3b lie as center - buu \ 5^
def 1 Qi"ce <-ims for soc ie tyJLJ^
heal c a , w or b hy n oae 1 ae u -
ber..> hip, c ^c.
5 • Chi Id as center - "out \. 2 0
no restraints teacher { ?p
follows.
Total Orediu.
.
^ince Mr. ooooit'j would h? ve education meet a j.j. the life
neeas of the chiirj, stimulate all bis activities, and see that
tney Include a r?.n.^e as v/iae as tuat of life liven wortaiiy amon^
bus reixov/a, nu is given a creuit of points under cinsc |?4*~
for tee or,, ond 40 for practice.
isecaucc of his stress upon tr.c activity analysis with its
tendency toward following conditions ;.s tney are rather than
itting up definite aims'fo^ th^r^s as they shouxfl be, he is
^lven l"p credits under clr 83 if5«
10
100 ^0 '$5 .0., ^00
10
50 i|> 75Q
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Chapter xi._.
Final Sufflmary*
The conception of the child and his present life and interests
as bha all important factors in a 9 uea bion has bean greatly
enriched and Infinitely expanded in scope since the days of the
ad ucat i onal prophat Lvjusseau* Often inconsistent, oon^usod,
unsocial, and avan patty iiousseau yet deserves great credit "because
of his service in formulating these epoch making o once ptions in
educati :n.
Of a vary 1 if te rent character and educational insi ght was trie
gentle Fastaloialj ^e struggled manfully to apply the principles
enunciated "by r^usseau. In doing so ha became oonvinoed of the
necessity of studyinj tea psychological nabu.e and capacities of
tha child. Thus he laid great stress upon the sons s and observation
as the beds of learnings Ha was passionately fond of trie child
and devoted himself to his education as a means of enabling dim
to fill the most vorthful place in society of which he was capable.
Imperfect ^s Bis jJ aoulty psychology was, unsystematic and
even ino a asiSt ant as he raa in method often slipping back into
the old conception of the paramount, importance of subject matter,
and faulty as he was in his conception of education as preparation
for adult rather than participation in present life, l^estalozsi
yet by his love for the child and his insistence upon the
importanca of sense perception and observation, rendered a great
serf ic 3 to tha child and an education suited to his capacities and
need s,
Under the loving froebel with his mystical, deeply religious,
yet seeking and exploring mind, the little child commenced to come
int;o his own. Based as his education was upon b*aa principle of
tke Qivine 'unity of all things ,- animate and inanimate,- he yet
reached in his conception of the absolute necessity of self
activity of the child an educati jnal prinai^lj which is today basic.
U3C*iase of his realization of the importance of self activity he
insisted upon the educative value j" nature study and manual t raining
thus introducing them into tha school curriculum.
Th3 kindergarten was the new type of school which he initiated
in arder to carry out his educational convictions. 3, mbolical and
adult ae his methods with his 'gifts'1 and 'occupations'' are, the
Principles of 3elf activity, creativity, and initiative are of
tremendous significance in the education of the child.
far better eduoatioaal psychology and sounder method wad v/orfc3d
ouc by the great dorbart rao wai predominantly a student and school
Ban* a j s urev:ed the import a me of apperoSp-pion and formu.I lad the
formal stapa in learning which liu /a ever j inca been influential*
, i^r :. «u. i
,
uioo' jry, iuu^dufid , and social studies ha asta^ut.d v<~£j
highly, yet Jkey «7aro tau^hw according to proper psychological
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nuthoda and made a foaans of enriching the life of the child, pre-
sumably with the ohief emphasis upon preparation for adult life*
He insisted that the interests of the child b e taken into
account, yet not a selected few, "but those having to do with
all sides of life. Ye c he "believed that education should t?akfl
account of the age and development of the child. He worked out
someth ng which res em bled the o ulture epoch theory..
Sithal he held that character w< s the chief end of education.
A character enriched and ennobled by acquaitance with the &est and
highest in literature and history.
Iha jraatost serTice which Horace Mann rendered the cause of
the child and an education in which: he was the central figure, was
in his work as Secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Sduoation*
He organised, unified, and popularized the public school system,
providing for jood school building and equipment and training
teachers, as -.veil as 'establishing libraries. Against bitter
opposition ha built up the first realty efficient system of public
school adulation and entrenched it firmly in th^ interests of the
people •
He was intelligent and informed with regard to educational
methods, spending time abroad studying the most approved methods,
and writinj copiously "in his famous *Btports rfSonaarning these
ma t . j rs •
One of the foremost pupils of the jjre«t Herbart was Charles
De&armo, He accepted his predecessor *a valuation of subject matter
as -veil as his insistence upon a psychological foundation for
education. He, however, arrived at a much clearer and sounder
educational psychology,- a functional psychology,- as well as a
more concise and correct method.
He io crystal clear in his delineation of che stages of
1< rninj and aethode adapted to t he in. He has a remarkable gra p
of the working of the mind in building up general from individual
notions, and th3n in applying these notions to particular oases.
He held to the funotional view of subject matter as ralatefl to
the child and probably to the view that it should minister to
the present life interests of the child,
?or his insistence upon the child and his present life
interests as the chief determiners in educational theory and
practice st a time whan he stood practical".y alone in these
conceptions, ?rancis Wi barker deserves one of the foremost
places in the history of American education.
Like the gr«at o?estalozzi he insisted upon studying the
child and th9n experimenting and working out subject matter and
methods that would fit him. His teaching was governed by these
conceptions even .vhen he had a very limited training and experience.
He studied, read, and travelled until he finally became fully
acquainted with educational methods which accepted the child and
his self activity as the important factors in education, and until
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he had rendered a lasting service to the institution of schools
^ovirned by jhese conceptions.
Ths lifa and growth of the child are the all important
consi derat ions of John Dewey. The present, active, expanding
lifa which yet has a natural interest in adult activities. The
school should not be a hot house affair divorced from the streams
of life. Rather it should take its cue from the natural activities
and interests of the child, and provide him an environment vh oh
will foster his bast and most inclusive interests, and fit him
for partic ipati 3n in the present as well as future social life.
The child T s purposeful activities should be enlisted by the
use of the project method which would allow him freedom from
strict discipline to work out his own aims and purposes which are
yet carefully juided by the teacher.
The contributions to the doctrine of interest of the other
modern educators briefly s tidied abova have not bean inconsiderable.
James IF, Hosic, alii Sara B. Chase accept tne project method as the
means of providing sue child jho opportunity oo exercic-e ane
expand all his capacities to the fullest possible extent. The
project is carefully defined, different types are recommended to
utilize ahu train u iff ere nt capacities, the implications of teaching
by this method arc stated and -possible applications are pointed out.
iillsworth Pollings has rendered the valuable service of
carrying out an exp irimont with two schools the subject natter of
?ne of which was traditional, and of the other based upon the
principles of the project method. His conclusions showed the
superiority of the project method with regard to: acquisition of
common facts and skills, attitudes of the boys and girls, attitudes
of their oarents toward the school, change of conduct in boys and
^irls, and change of conduct in their parents.
fho conception of a changing education eeded in a changing
society is reached by lilllaa H. Kilpatrick. An aduc^ti in which
calls for purposeful activity of the child loading him to
participate creatively in the worthful enterprises o 4" society.
An education which rejects the traditional use of subject matter
and insists ur>on its having intrinsic value ministering to the
lifa nacds of rue chiin. ^.lso an education which uses the v~< oject
me t h od .
iilcuurry with derbarc and BeUarmo stresses whe trreat importance
of subject matter in ohe education of che child, tie. however,
prizes it only for ius /alue to bhfl child and his immediate
interests. Like nio ^rent predecessors, he stresses the
psychological basis 01 education, reaching, however* a sounder
functional psychology, tie recognizes the educational implications
of u lie mind in its concept buile in& u,c fcivit iCo as well uk. its
tendency co constantly correlate anu unify ^u^wled^e.
Aion^ tfijii Iiewey <.nd ^ilptiurick, Frankli^ Jobbito conceives
of life and grow en of etie child as of utmost imxwrtance in
education. tie critieia^s tne subject matter enthralled education
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lad oftas t ne activity analysis as e. means of dererminin^
proper su^jecc matcar m ri method
,
'J Rare are atiaer great educators v^hoaa names might wall
have nern included in this necassarily iiJcoin^lai;e stiici?/- of
Cue history 01 caa jjoocriaa 01 Interest, Enough, however,
have proba&ly ooen given, together with their most important
eontri Diitione, to make it clear taat aduoators must hence-
forth maJEfl t ae child and his immediate interests, rhich in-
si tide adulty activities, the very eanter of tlieir systemfi,
as physical slavery has practically ceased, so the msntal
opportunity to flevalop continuously.
In conclusion a comparison of the final ratings of these
aducabors may t j of interest and value.
Jean Jacn'ies Rousseau '5075
Johann Heinrich pestaloasi
Horace Ilann 5*75
rriedrieh Froebel 5475
Jo'\ann Frl id rich Kerb-art 50^5
Oharl 33 Da Jarnio
Francis Waylsnd Pnrfer 0750
Franklin BooMtt
William Head Xilpatrick 9500
3h irla 3 ^Iclurry
4 03 ic and Oh3.se
10000illswortd -,ollinr:3
Joan Lie way 10000
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